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ThE LOWDOWN
NATHAN SCHULTZ

We launched the original BNS 
store on October 9, 2006. 
That day almost five years 

ago was my first day working retail. 
Luckily for me, I’ve had a crew of very passionate skiers 
who believed in the vision of BNS and worked hard to 
make it a reality. As we head into our sixth season, it 
feels like BNS has graduated and finally arrived where we 
imagined it could be all those years ago.

After an amazing and busy spring where I was lucky 
enough to witness the Oslo World Championships and 
then head straight to Masters Worlds in Silver Star, we 
spent the summer building out and moving into our new 
Boulder headquarters. This new space is three times larger 
than our previous one. The extra space has allowed us 
to create a fun, community-oriented store and to become 
dramatically more efficient in all of our behind-the-scenes 
work. This is the first space where we haven’t felt cramped, 
and it is already beginning to liberate some creative new 
ideas about what the world’s best cross-country ski shop 
should be.

This year’s BNS Magazine also has quite a few notable 
changes. As we strive to be your resource for cross-country 
skiing and ski racing, our annual publication continues 
to evolve. The new Articles section is filled with tips and 
insights from some of our friends in the ski world. They 
generously share their experience coaching at collegiate, 
national and international-level competition on pages 3–7. 

Much of the instructional content we’ve published 
over the years has been moved to our new website at 
bouldernordic.com. This library of detailed how-to’s 
and tips at bouldernordic.com also includes content to 
complement and elaborate on the topics presented here.

Another major change is a new, simplified naming system 
for our stone grinds that makes it easier to pick the right 
grind on race day. We’ve replaced confusing codes with 
a simple numbering system that clarifies how each grind 
relates to temperature, snow crystal type and moisture 
content. It also makes it easier to compare BNS grinds 
against each other so you know which one is warmer or 
colder without having to memorize our grind menu. This 
doesn’t mean that your favorite grinds have changed—they 
just have different names. Oh, and we’ve also added some 
great new grinds into the mix as well. 

Change is never easy, but we hope to make this transition 
as painless as possible. Please see pages 14–15 for our 
new grind menu that also doubles as a conversion chart. 
As always, feel free to call or email us with any questions.

BNS has made some major staffing changes over the 
summer as well. Hennie Kashiwa joined BNS as the Brand 
Manager for BNS, Holmenkol and Ski*Go and will use his 
experience coaching national championship teams at the 
University of Denver to manage marketing for the BNS 
brands as well as help with logistics and management at 
the Boulder store. David Chamberlain, former SuperTour 
winner and Maine Winter Sports Center Coach joins 
BNS as Race Service Director and will be managing BNS 
Mobile and our race service team. Our new Boulder Retail 
Manager Tracy McDermott will be keeping all of us ski 
geeks in line and showing us how to run the business. 
And straight from Devil’s Thumb Ranch and a summer on 
Norwegian reality TV show Alt for Norge, Matti Rowe will 
help us with ski service and stone grinding in the Boulder 
shop.

While the work has been somewhat overwhelming, it has 
also been invigorating to see everything coming together. 
We’re putting the final touches on our preparation for the 
season just as the first snow is falling on the high peaks. 
We look forward to sharing the fruits of our labor with you 
this ski season.
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Swede Johan Olsson leads Russia’s 
Stanislav Volzhentsev in the Men’s 
4x10km Relay at the 2011 Nordic 
World Championships in Oslo, Norway.

These races are 
the premier events 
in the country and 
BNS is proud to 
 support them. You'll 
find full BNS Mobile 
ski service support 
at these events and 
many more through-
out the winter. See 
 bouldernordic.com 
for the full schedule. 

WeST YeLLOWSTONe
SKI FeSTIVAL
NOV 20–26, 2011
For over 30 years, cross-country 
skiers from around the world have 
traveled to The Yellowstone Ski 
Festival in West Yellowstone, Mon-
tana to begin their ski season on 
the Rendezvous Ski Trails. The Yel-
lowstone Ski Festival takes place 
during Thanksgiving week. The 
event’s highlights include a series 
of Nordic skiing clinics, SuperTour 
races, Biathlon races, the Try It 
and Buy It Gear Demo (the largest 
public gear demo of its type), an 
Indoor Ski Show, and a variety of 
presentations, clinics, and classes.

US CROSS COUNTRY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
JAN 2–8, 2012
US Nationals is one of the biggest 
domestic competitions of the year. 
BNS will be set up on-site in Rum-
ford providing wax recommenda-
tions, wax sales and, new this year, 
elite waxing service. Contact BNS 
east for details.

Jan 2  1K Sprint Freestyle
Jan 4  10K/15K Freestyle
Jan 6 20K/30K Classic
 Mass Start
Jan 8 1K SprintClassic

NOqUeMANON
JAN 28, 2012
 The Noquemanon trail has been 
described by some as “the most 
beautiful trail I have ever skied on,” 
by others as “never dull,” and by a 
few as “deceptively tough.” It’s fair 
to say that the Noquemanon trail 
has many faces, ranging from gen-
tly rolling hills and flat lake cross-
ings to testing climbs and plenty 
of downhills. One thing, however, 
remains constant: the beauti-
fully rugged U.P. wilderness that 
surrounds skiers throughout the 
course.

ALLeY LOOP
FeB 4, 2012
Crested Butte’s signature Nordic 
event, the Alley Loop, starts and 
finishes on elk Avenue in down-
town Crested Butte, winds through 
the town’s historic district and 
out onto the scenic trails of the 
Slate River Valley. With distances 
of 1.5k all the way to 42k, it’s a 
race for everyone and all abilities, 
and it’s also a Birkebeiner qualifier. 
From the silliest to the most seri-
ous racers, costumes are encour-
aged. Set aside the first weekend 
in February for this classic event. 
For more info visit cbnordic.org or 
email director@cbnordic.org. 

BNS MOBILE KEY EVENTS
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BOULDeR MOUNTAIN TOUR
FeB 4, 2012
As one of America’s longest run-
ning and most respected cross- 
country ski races, the SWIX Boul-
der Mountain Tour is Sun Valley’s 
winter treasure. Drawing a field 
from across the country, and 
across the spectrum of abilities, 
the BMT welcomes all. The race 
traverses the spectacular Boulder 
Mountains for 32 kilometers of 
breathtaking beauty and world– 
class competition. Some of the 
finest skiing anywhere combined 
with warm hospitality and first rate 
race organization.

CITY OF LAKeS LOPPeT
FeB 4–5, 2012
The City of Lakes Loppet is the 
largest urban ski race in North 
America. Starting in the hills and 
woods of Theodore Wirth Park 
with views of downtown Minneap-
olis, and finishing on the streets of 
Uptown, Minneapolis, the Loppet 
is a unique event with something 
to offer to skiers of all abilities. 
Don’t miss the Luminary Loppet–a 
nighttime tour of Lake of the Isles 
lit by a thousand ice luminaries the 
night before the race.

MORA VASALOPPeT
FeB 12, 2012
experience the Vasaloppet, re-
nowned for its hometown hospital-
ity, volunteer spirit and five races 
that challenge the expert racer and 
touring novice alike. enjoy the dy-
namite starts, Swedish blueberry 
soup and the downtown finish line.

Races include 58km, 35km, and 
13km freestyle, 42km classic, and 
the Vasaloppet Relay.

AMeRICAN BIRKeBeINeR
FeB 25, 2012
The Birkie is a year-round lifestyle 
choice for thousands of outdoor fit-
ness enthusiasts of all levels. From 
its signature ski race—the legend-
ary American Birkebeiner—The 
Birkie has grown into an exciting 
array of fitness and recreational 
opportunities. The 88km Birkie 
Trail system attracts skiers, run-
ners, cyclists and hikers, from 
casual day-trippers to elite super-
stars. Located near Hayward and 
Cable, Wisconsin, the Birkie is an 
outdoor sports mecca, a series of 
great races, a fitness destination, 
and a lifestyle. Ski. Run. Live!

USSA JUNIOR NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
MARCH 5–10, 2012
The culmination of the Junior Rac-
ing Season is at Soldier Hollow, 
Utah this year, and BNS is excited 
to be on site to support coaches 
with waxing recommendations and 
wax. We have a crew with tre-
mendous experience at the Soldier 
Hollow venue and look forward to 
watching the future of US Skiing 
compete under the sun at SoHo.

BNS MOBILE KEY EVENTS
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KNUT’S CORNER
Knut Nystad is the chief of the Norwegian Ski 

Federation Service Team and friend of ours. 
This year, Knut will be answering some of your 

questions about ski service and equipment in our BNS 
Newsletters. To submit a question, please send it to 
knut@bouldernordic.com. Here are a few questions that 
Knut has tackled for us to start the season. enjoy!

HOW DO YOU MANAGe SKIeRS’ FLeeTS IN TeRMS OF 
STONe GRINDING? WHAT WOULD YOU ReCOMMeND 
TO CITIZeN RACeRS AND CLUB TeAMS? ANY 
ReCOMMeNDATIONS FOR HOW THOSe GROUPS 
SHOULD APPROACH IT?

Keep it simple; listen to the local experts. Always go with 
a structure, if you can, that is developed and tested in the 
region where you will do most of your skiing. You might 
have heard about some great grind from the east Coast, 
but if you are going to race in the West it might not help 
you much. First and foremost, get yourself skis that are 
made for the conditions you are going to race in, for your 
weight and for your technique. When you have selected 
your skis, make sure that you get a grind that matches 
the skis’ properties. If you select a pair of skis with cold 
properties, then make sure you get a cold grind. You can, 
of course, opt to go for a wet grind and make the ski 
slightly faster under these conditions, but it will never be 
a great ski for wet conditions. If you are part of a group 
that works together on finding the correct structure, hand-
structure and/or wax, make sure that you agree on a few 
grinds to use. Select a cold grind, a medium grind, and a 
wet grind. That way you can gain knowledge as a group. 
Remember: hand-structure tested out on one grind might 
give a completely different result on different grinds.

HOW DO YOU GUYS USe TOPCOATS AND HAND 
STRUCTURe AND HOW YOU WOULD YOU ADAPT THIS 
APPROACH TO A SOLO CITIZeN RACeR OR A HIGH 
SCHOOL/CLUB COACH?

Again, if you are alone, seek expert advice. All wax 
companies will state that their wax is the best. The truth of 
it is that one of them will have the best wax, but the others 

will probably not be far back. The biggest difference in ski 
performance will always be the ski itself! Focus again on 
finding the correct ski for you; which, by the way, might 
be the wrong ski for someone else of different weight or 
ability.

In regards to the jungle of topcoats, you are better off 
learning a few waxes well, instead of experimenting with 
too many different ones. If you learn to use the waxes 
correctly, you will have more time to adjust the wax in 
order to create a great wax result. Focus on doing the 
base work correctly. A perfect wax applied in the wrong 
manner will always perform worse than a slightly slower 
wax applied in the correct manner. Know your trade and 
learn various application processes. During practice and 
less important races, experiment, make notes, and learn 
from your result, be it a bad or a good wax result. When 
you train, it might be a good idea to have different waxes 
(especially for kick) under each ski to learn more about 
products and application processes. If you feel that your 
classical skis work well for a while, but start slipping after 
a few kilometers, there is nothing wrong with the wax, 
but you did not apply the correct binder layer, or used the 
incorrect amount of layers to create a solid base for the 
top layer. A wax result is dependent on how you build the 
layers in relation to the properties of the skis. If you are 
ever in doubt, get help from an expert to learn the basic 
tricks of the trade. Waxing is like anything else—the more 
you practice, the better you get.

In regards to topcoats and hand structures: if you have not 
tested it before your race it is hard to know if it is going 
to yield a better result or not. There are some conditions 
that have some universal truths to them, but not many. 
Remember that each structure has its own properties. It is 
a pattern (hence the name structure) and each hand tool 
will create a second layer of structure. Since grinds are 
often different, the finished result will also be different if 
you apply the same hand structure to two different grinds. 

During wet/dirty conditions, you can often find topcoats 
that speed up the ski, but depending on what kind of 
application methods you use, it might not last very long. 

You will learn various methods as you play around with 
the wax. Never be afraid to experiment, but learn what 
happens so that you remember it when you need it. 

On race day, always make sure to challenge each other 
to get ideas, then test. Once you have tested, trust your 
result! The answer is only correct for that day and those 
conditions—the next day it might be different. If you are 
always questioning your results, then do not test.

WHAT ARe YOUR THOUGHTS ON ZeROeS? ANY 
PRePARATION TIPS (THAT YOU CAN TeLL US)?

There are different kinds of Zero-skis. Zero skis is the term 
for a Fischer rub-ski. This ski has a softer material that 
you rub up with sand paper to make the ski stick to the 
snow to create kick. The Fischer skis do not need much 
work and are easy to adjust. Other brands have a harder 
base. This does not mean that they perform any worse—
quite the contrary in certain conditions—but you need 
to be more skilled at preparation, because more work is 
needed to create the hairy surface. These skis work on soft 
conditions with air temperature warmer than 0ºC/32ºF, or 
during snowfall around 0ºC/32ºF. Rub-skis are often used 
on the World Cup, and personally I love them. They are 
also great for training, and during ReAL klister conditions, 
the skis work like a charm. The big benefit is that you 
do not have to clean a bunch of sticky klister afterwards. 
You will be out of the shower and halfway done with a 
book before your friends with klister are done cleaning 
their skis. Make sure to protect the base so that it does 
not oxidize. This can be done with tape or cling wrap. The 
next time you use the skis, just take off the tape/wrap, and 
adjust with sandpaper. If you have bad kick, use rougher 
sandpaper. If the skis are too sticky, use finer sandpaper.

WHAT ARe YOUR THOUGHTS ON THe WeDGe?

This is something each racer has to try. During some 
conditions, especially hard conditions, it seems like 
binding wedges make the ski perform better. Not all racers 
are big fans—try it and be the judge for yourself. 
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TRAINING RIGhT
TROND NYSTAD

Trond Nystad is currently the head coach of the Nor-
wegian Men’s National Team. He has also worked 
as the head coach of the US National Team and as 

the sprint coach for Switzerland.

Several people have approached me during my coaching 
career and asked me “How do I train right?” People fire off 
the question and expect a short and concise answer that is 
going to shave off a significant chunk of their competition 
time. I guess most people who have made the mistake 
of asking me this question have been disappointed that 
the simple five-word question has led them into a CIA-like 
interrogation.

The answer to “How do I train right” is far from short and 
it involves sacrifice, change and hard work, most of which 
the average person does not wish to deal with on a daily 
basis.

So before we start talking about the answer, let us talk 
about the questions that should be clear before one starts 
drafting a plan.

WHY ARe YOU TRAINING?
Would you like to stay in shape, lose weight, impress your 
partner, ski a fast sprint or a fast marathon? In order to be 
a better skier you have to ski a fair share, and to be better 
on a 10km you have to ski quite a few hard intervals. You 
always must know what your GOAL is before you start to 
plan. Make realistic goals and adjust them according to 
your progress.

WHAT DO YOU LIKe TO DO?
In order to be good at anything, you have to be a well-
balanced and happy person. Great athletes are not just 
great because they have talent; they are great because 
they have a lot of fun doing the sport that they love. Pick 
activities that make you feel good and that are fun. The 
more fun it is the more you will do it! 

HOW MUCH TIMe DO YOU HAVe FOR YOUR SPORT(S)?
Being well-balanced means that you will have to divide 
your time wisely between work, school, family, friends and 
sports. It is important to carve out time for all these im-
portant areas of life and make a time commitment to them 
all. Working out with friends increases the enjoyment, and 
makes it easier to get out the door on those “tough” days.

DO YOU LISTeN TO YOUR BODY?
Your body will tell you when it is time to rest, drink, eat 
and sleep. The best athletes in the world are very “in-tune” 
with what their body is telling them. Success comes by 
listening carefully to what the body has to say, and adjust-
ing the training accordingly. Do not confuse “tired” with 
“lazy”; there is a difference and you know it!

HAVe YOU MADe AN INVeNTORY OF YOUR SKILLS?
To be a good skier is very complex. It is not always the 
skier with the highest VO2max or strength that wins. The 
athlete with the best combination of strength, capacity, 
technique, mental strength, tactics, endurance, speed, 
etc. will win. In order to become better, you have to find 
out what your limiting factors are and then figure out how 
to improve them. If you are bad in short races, it might 
be that you need to do more intervals at or slightly above 
the speed required to be better. If you are weaker than 
most on the flats, you might need to do some exercises to 
strengthen your upper body.

DO YOU TAKe GOOD CARe OF YOUR BODY?
Some people take better care of their car and bike than 
their body. Your body is a very durable machine, but it per-
forms better if you show it a little TLC. In order to perform 
at your highest level you have to pay attention to sleep, 
hydration, nutrition and injury prevention. We all think we 
are doing great in this department, but if you write down 
all that you do during a week, you will be surprised by all 
the good stuff that is missing and all the bad stuff that is 
present (but do not go overboard and lose the fun stuff!)

IS YOUR eqUIPMeNT DIALeD IN?
Skis, wax and other equipment need a lot of TLC and 
must be fit to meet your needs. The world of skis and wax 
has gotten pretty complex, so I would advise you to talk 
to some experts to get fitted and to learn the basics of 
equipment TLC. Most companies on the market have good 
equipment; my advice is to follow the KISS principle (Keep 
it Simple Stupid). Learn a system and keep it simple.

So what are professional athletes doing? Well, they start 
with similar questions like above, analyze the past and 
come up with a plan for how they are going to train 800–
1000 hours per year. Much like an investment analyst 
uses a strategy for building a portfolio, the athlete builds 
a training plan. Volume is a little less in May, then stable 
at 80–100 hours per month until November. Specificity 
increases as the training year proceeds. Intensity increases 
in length and speed. Weeks are always varied in content 
and workload. Hard days are followed by easier days. A 
week always contains at least two long runs, 4 distance 
roller ski workouts, 2 interval sessions, 2 strength ses-
sions and some rest sessions. While planning and doing 
the training, they never lose sight of their goals and the 
fun. They know that they have to stay focused and make 
the right choices because every athlete in the world is try-
ing hard to become even better. everyone knows that what 
was good enough last year will not suffice this year, and 
that one cannot expect a different result without changing 
something.

If you have made it this far in the article and answered all 
the questions above, you probably realize what most peo-
ple have realized after asking me: “How do I train right?”...
and that is that you must make a few adjustments to what 
you are already doing and the results will come. 
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RACE-DAY PREPARATION
COACH DAVe STeWART’S GUIDe TO SUCCeSS

Dave Stewart is the Head Nordic Coach for the University 
of Denver Pioneers Ski Team. During his time at DU, 
Dave has led the Pioneers to three consecutive NCAA 

championships in 2008, 2009 and 2010.

Much as balance is the foundation of effective skiing 
technique, balance is also key to successfully managing race-
day preparation: The selection of skis; testing waxes; proper 
wax application; effective communication between athletes 

and coaches; and, of course, the physical and mental preparation each athlete needs 
in order to perform at their best. each of these tasks is important, but placing too 
much emphasis on any one task at the expense of the others can lead to failure. 
Below are some basic recommendations that can help you address the critical success 
factors of race-day preparation. 

PRePARe
Do as much as possible ahead of time. Race morning can be hectic, so it’s wise to be 
as prepared as possible going in. For a skating race, apply base layers the night before 
using the forecast and snow conditions, leaving only the topcoats for the morning of 
the race. For classic races, if you are confident klister will be the wax, apply a binder 
the evening before. While this sacrifices some flexibility, it frees up more time to focus 
on the more critical top layers.

PLAN
Make a schedule and assign specific tasks. This is common sense, but I believe it is 
critical for any team on race morning. At DU we set a unique schedule for each race 
based on the conditions, technique, mass or interval start, etc. Our timetable includes   
warm-up, initial ski selection and wax testing for athletes as well as coaches. A 
structured plan allows us to ensure that we attend to the important details, but don’t 
get caught up in any one, missing the big picture. The schedule essentially enforces 
a balanced approach that helps to bring each athlete to the start line warmed-up, 
confident, and relaxed with competitive skis on their feet. 

Be PRAGMATIC
Match your plan to your resources. The race day routine for a World Cup team with 
twenty techs and eight athletes will not be appropriate if you are a master skier waxing 
your own skis for the Birkie, or a junior coach waxing for 15 athletes. As a college 
coach, I know that the addition of just one extra coach makes a tremendous difference 
on race day, allowing us to test more options closer to race start and monitor changing 
conditions. If one person attempts to test structure, flex, glide-wax, kick wax and apply 
wax all on race morning for a number of athletes , they run the risk of performing each 
task poorly, rushing to wax last-minute and preparing sub-par skis. Determine what 
you know you can do well with the resources you have and you will be more likely to 
prepare competitive skis.

ADAPT TO THe CONDITIONS
The preparations for a freestyle race in stable, cold conditions will not be the same as 
those demanded for a classic race with temperatures near freezing, a mix of snow and 
rain, and blowing snow over wet, granular tracks. For a cold freestyle race, structure 
and ski selection will generally be relatively more important than wax, and less testing 
time is required. For a classic race in difficult ‘zero’ conditions, complete most glide 
wax and ski selection the day before, allowing you to focus on the critical kick wax 
selection and application on race morning. Identify the key success factors for each 
race and adjust the race-day plan accordingly to avoid missing what’s most important. 

COMMUNICATe
Athletes and coaches must communicate in a clear and effective manner. It is 
important to focus on objective measurements and communication and discourage 
subjective comments. Comments such as “my skis aren’t working” or “I don’t like 
these skis” are NOT examples of quality communication. establishing standards for 
communication that can be used regularly throughout the season, such as the number 
of kicks missed out of 100 or in exactly what terrain a ski slips in classic, or the times 
in a speed trap for freestyle, can help athletes and coaches work together to achieve 
the best results. 

PRACTICe
An effective race-day routine can mean the difference between a great race and a 
disappointing one. Just as race performance is improved through training, the pre-
race routine improves with practice. Whether you will be waxing for yourself or for a 
large group of junior skiers, pick several training days during the season to run through 
a planned pre-race routine, including warm-up and ski preparation. It is particularly 
useful to practice the routine on days with rare or challenging conditions. Both athlete 
and coach will gain experience, learn how to communicate better and move closer to 
finding the correct balance. 
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SO YOU WANT TO BE A SKIER?
A JUNIOR’S GUIDe TO SUCCeSS

Cory Schwartz completed his 26th year 
as ski coordinator for the University 
of New Hampshire ski team and his 

29th year on the staff in 2011. During his 
tenure, Schwartz has led the Wildcats to 22 
top-10 NCAA finishes.

So you want to win state championships, make junior na-
tionals, become a JO All-American, ski for a college team, 
become an NCAA All-American, make the US Ski Team or 
win an Olympic medal?

To achieve any goal you set, you will have to have a list 
of various technical and mental skills that you will need to 
develop. Too many young athletes think that the answer 
is just training hours, but your physical workouts are only 
one important part of the equation to success. The focus 
of this article is not on how much training you need or the 
progression you might need to succeed, since high school, 
club and regional coaches are doing a good job in this 
aspect of the ski racer’s development. In my experience 
working with collegiate athletes, they have a lot of this 
basic information. Instead, I would like to share with you 
nine important aspects to racing success that frequently 
get overlooked, or not included at all, in an athlete’s train-
ing regimen. If you are serious about achieving your goals, 
it is vital that you put energy into evaluating where you 
are physically as an athlete as well as what you want to 
achieve.

COMMUNICATe eFFeCTIVeLY
You need to communicate with your coach and others in-
volved in your training. This communication should include 
how you are feeling physically and mentally to determine if 
you need to take a day or two off to recover or if you need 
to have harder workouts. Developing a rapport with your 
coaching staff makes everyone feel comfortable in conver-
sation and will help you, the athlete, become more in tune 
with your body. This ability will not only help you evaluate 
yourself but you can also develop the ability to motivate 
others and help them achieve personal or team goals. 

HOW YOU THINK IS VeRY IMPORTANT
Thinking positive can go a long way in helping you suc-
ceed. If you are in a team atmosphere, positive thinking is 
contagious and will improve the environment for everyone. 
If you find yourself in a negative environment, work with 
others to change how people think. For example, on inter-
val day, instead of complaining about how many intervals 
are planned, approach each one like it’s your favorite thing 
to do. An “I love intervals!” attitude not only makes the 
workout go faster but it is much more enjoyable and suc-
cessful! Make sure you and your team communicate these 
attitude goals with each other. A team is only as strong as 
the weakest link so getting everyone on the same page is 
important from day one of practice. every spring, the UNH 
team gets together and we talk about what we did well 
during the year, both in training and racing, and what we 
need to improve to be better individually and as a team.

MAKe GOALS (SHORT- AND LONG-TeRM) IN WRITING
You need to write down your goals and be specific in how 
you will achieve them. Plan out daily, weekly and month-
ly workouts, keeping your goals in mind. Your workouts 
should be driven by your goals, not just blindly racking up 
hours. (Remember that goals without plans are just 

wishes.) Include in your training log how you felt during 
each workout i.e., strong, tired, what worked or what 
didn’t. Looking back on your notes, you may see trends of 
when you got in particularly productive training weeks or 
when you got tired, then sick.

TAKe ACTION
The goals you set mean nothing unless you take action. An 
example would be if one of your goals is to improve your 
double pole. If you continue to just go out for a ski and not 
plan a workout to work on your double pole technique, 
your technique will not improve. You need to take the time 
to plan out what you are going to do to accomplish your 
goal during your workout.

NeVeR STOP LeARNING
You can learn in so many different ways. Reading books on 
technique and on successful ski racers, watching videos, 
talking to different coaches for different points of view, and 
talking to teammates are just some of the ways that you 
can build your training and racing schema. Sharing tech-
nique and race strategies are two of the best ways you can 
learn from your teammates and coaches. Take the time to 
think about the details you want to improve and use your 
communication skills to gather information.

WORK HARD AND Be PeRSISTeNT
For most people, it takes time to succeed, so be patient 
and have fun in the moment. Many of your goals may take 
years of preparation to achieve. Through many successes 
and failures, you will develop a game plan by looking back 
at your training, building on your successes and learning 
from your failures. Loving the sport and the time it takes to 
succeed is vital if you are going to put in the long workouts 
that are necessary in ski racing. This is also where your 
positive attitude will come in handy!

ANALYZe DeTAILS
Learning how to analyze your mistakes and setting new 
pathways, if necessary, is important. A simple log can help 
you figure out things you did well and what did not work. 
I hear from athletes after a long ski that they did not do a 
good job fueling up for the workout. We have a discussion 
then about what they need to do to be better prepared, 
such as get up earlier or buy some energy food for the 
dorm room so they are better fueled.

FOCUS YOUR eNeRGY
Whether you are in high school, college or out of college, 
you will have distractions. To achieve your goals, you can-
not let other people or things distract you for long. If you 
have trouble focusing on your training, you have not de-
cided how important your goals are to you. 

TAKe ReSPONSIBILITY
You are in charge of what you do, how you think and how 
you deal with adversities that you come up against. Take 
responsibility for your actions.

Communicate with your coach and teammates about the 
aspects listed above as there is a lot of information avail-
able to you. You can learn by experimenting, trying differ-
ent methods and seeing what works and what does not 
work for you. I know I had a lot of help from my high 
school coaches, teammates, and from camps held by the 
regional coaches. I learned that making a daily, weekly and 
yearly plan was vital to achieve any goals I set. The time I 
spent training in the summer and fall had a direct correla-
tion to my success in the winter. 
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Bruce Cranmer is the Head 
Nordic Coach for the 
University of Colorado 

Buffaloes Ski Team. The 
Buffs won the NCAA National 
Championship in 2011 with 
two of Cranmer’s athletes 
claiming the men’s and women’s 
individual classic national titles.

I have played around with binding wedges over the 
last couple of years. My first test was on a -8ºC soft 
untransformed snow day. The initial feeling was amazingly 
free. The feeling of going back to non-wedge skis 
afterwards was dramatic; it felt like I had sand on my skis. 
Whether the free feeling translates into faster skis is up for 
debate, but having a fast feeling ski is always great. Will 
you be able to ski away from your friends you struggled to 
keep up with? Probably not, but you might really like the 
way the skis feel. I know that some athletes on the World 
Cup have used wedges in some of their races.

Wedges change the angle that your boot contacts the ski, 
but the 4-5mm difference is small enough to compensate 
for. These take a little getting used to, so that they don’t 
cause you to sit back, but with a little time, they didn’t 
feel like they interfered with my technique.

The theory is that the pressure on the front of the ski is 
moved backward, much like a water ski when it begins 
to plane. With the pressure center moved back on the 
ski, there is less force on the front part of the ski, giving 
it a freer feeling. The most dramatic effect was skating 
uphill; there was no additional free feeling on downhills 
compared with a non-wedge binding. The harder the 
snow and the faster the conditions, the less difference the 
wedges seemed to make. In frozen granular conditions, I 
couldn’t really feel a difference with wedges. I had quite 
a few members of the team try out the wedges and the 
majority really liked them with one not as sure.

As with many new innovations, these will take some time 
before they are accepted or rejected. I really think wedges 
are worth trying. For a small price and only the hassle 
of remounting your bindings, there is almost no down 
side to giving wedges a shot. If you have an NIS plate on 
your skis, the NIS wedge can slide right on in a matter of 
minutes.

It is likely that there will probably be some refinement in 
the optimal size of the wedge, but I think where things are 
now seems pretty close. 

WhAT’S ThE DEAL 
WITh BINDING WEDGES?
BY BRUCe CRANMeR
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“WhICh SKIS ShOULD I USE?” 
(A BRIeF COACH’S TAKe ON ATHLeTeS AND 
RACe SKIS)

Andrew Gardner is the Head 
Coach of the Middlebury College 
Nordic Ski Team. See more at 

middleburyskiing.org.

It’s a question that is impossible for a 
coach to answer correctly without long 
and serious personal work and focus, 

similar to “What’s the sound of one ski slapping?” or 
“Should I stop drinking this much coffee?” Yet, race-
after-race, my athletes would appear at the back of the 
Middlebury wax trailer, two competing skis in hand and 
pose this very question like pilgrims seeking advice from 
a Shaman. (Note: I am not a Shaman, just a ski coach.)

Hence, as a coach, I’ve built ski testing into our workouts 
on days away from races and taught methods for my 
skiers to understand their skis. We’ve worked to build 
confidence in our athletes that they might make their own 
selections carefully. We’ve long had a plan when things 
went south in the decision process with a few pairs of 
neutral backup skis.

Somewhere in the American handbook of junior coaching, 
we coaches took the ability to wax out of our juniors’ 
hands. Countless juniors arrive on junior national and 
college teams having never learned the basics of corking 
in a layer of extra blue, never mind the particulars of 
managing a ski fleet. Here’s how we’ve worked to build 
that knowledge back into our skiers’ daily routines:

WAXING GOALS IN ReGULAR TRAINING DAYS
Obviously, on most classic days our crew is responsible 
for getting their own kick wax on their skis, but in a non-
race situation, many skiers will overwax, leaving room for 
late kick and slow glide. In a few uptempo workouts last 
year, we underwaxed or used zero skis where they weren’t 
flawless, forcing skiers to get the most out of each kick. 
This is a move that allows a skier to feel how the ski 
performs when it isn’t perfectly waxed, similar to late in 
races with abrasive conditions, or when fatigue causes 

technique to falter. This helps. Similarly, we’ve had skiers 
glide wax skis identically and merely ski them, observing 
how the skis perform. Just considering skis without the 
strain of pre-race excitement is helpful.

GLIDe TeSTING
We teach our athletes a few ways to feel-test skis. Old 
fashion glide outs can give some insight, but better 
information can be gathered from skiing a small, fixed 
loop with the same output of energy on each pair of 
skis an athlete is considering—taking note of which skis 
are allowing energy to be put into glide over a variety of 
terrain, in other words, which skis are faster over a longer 
stretch of terrain. I’ve hopped on the skis after the athlete 
and tried (despite different weights) to feel what they do, 
to act as a confirmation. Just spending time with the skis 
will help immensely and give the athlete confidence to 
make the decision.

LONG-TeRM TeSTS
In a few cases, where skis and grinds are similar, I’ve 
encouraged athletes to continuously ski one ski for a few 
days through varied conditions. Again, simply feeling the 
ski for a few days is helpful and not something common 
for juniors and young seniors.

POST-RACe CHeCK-INS
Unless the wax is truly terrible, it’s easy to overlook skis, 
especially on skate days. even just picking up the ski 
following a race and giving it a look for wear has been 
helpful for our athletes. Making notes on the strongest 
conditions for particular skis pays dividends.

WAXING
I try to work with skiers, particularly those that don’t 
have great hands in the wax room, to prepare skis well. 
Presuming a skier can wax their skis well is a mistake.

Confidence always out-skis uncertainty. While these five 
bits of testing are certainly not comprehensive, they’ll help 
empower skiers to choose skis on race day, help build 
confidence and make the equipment side of the hardest 
sport in the world more manageable—leaving you as a 
coach time to focus on the myriad other details important 
on race morning. 

VORDeNBeRG photo
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BINDING WEDGES
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Binding wedges have come on the scene in the past 3-4 
years, gradually at first as prototypes that tested different 
ramp angles, and then more refined designs that led to the 
current production pieces. They are only used on skating 
skis. We’ve tested wedges and binding mounting location 
and while there is no definitive answer, they definitely can’t 
be ignored.

The concept behind the wedge is that the toe ramp 
alters the pressure application through the ski, affecting 
performance. It tends to reduce the pressure on the front 
of the ski, making the ski feel more slippery. The jury 
is still out on wedges, and personal preference seems 
to determine who will like them and who won’t. In our 
experience, the wedge seems to make skis feel better on 
slower, dry, cold snow.

There are at least three types of wedge—Salomon makes a 
ramp that mounts underneath Pilot bindings that raises the 
toe about 1°. Atomic also makes a wedge that has wings 
that provide a wider platform for push. The Salomon/
Atomic wedges require the skis to be mounted with screws.

Rottefella came out with an Xcelerator NIS wedge that 
has the advantage of allowing adjustment front and rear, 
as well as being easily removed and remounted without 
having to drill holes or screw into the skis.

SALOMON SNS BINDING WeDGe $12/pair
ATOMIC SNS BINDING WeDGe 60 $17.95
ROTTeFeLLA NNN XCeLeRATOR NIS WeDGe $34.95
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BNS SKI SERVICE SYSTEM
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SELECTION

MANAGEMENT

SKI SELECTION – ThE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS

The first step towards having fast skis on race day is picking the right pair for you. There 
are two main elements of ski selection: absolute quality and specific flex characteristics. 

ABSOLUTe qUALITY
The absolute quality of the ski is the most significant factor in ski performance. A ski of 
high absolute quality will perform well in a broad range of conditions and will often be 
the “go-to” ski—even for an elite racer with a large quiver of skis. On the other hand, a 
ski of low absolute quality will consistently perform poorly even with an optimal grind 
and wax application. The main difficulty in finding a ski of high absolute quality is that 
great skis and under-performers come off the same production lines. This is why BNS 
travels to hand-select skis every summer. We thoroughly examine each pair of skis for the 
right characteristics to ensure we are selling you the best product available.

SPeCIFIC FLeX CHARACTeRISTICS
every ski, even those of the same model and length, is unique in its shape and flex 
profile. These characteristics must be matched appropriately with the skier and the 
conditions in which the ski is intended for use. Doing so contributes greatly to how the 
ski will perform. With the help of our in-house flex-testing machine, the BNS staff is 
trained to select skis that will be right for you and for where you ski.

For more on how we select the best ski, go to bouldernordic.com or call us.

FLEET SETUP – A STEP TOWARD SUCCESS

Fleet setup is the process in which ski flex characteristics are matched up with grinds to 
target a range of conditions. By having a concise fleet setup, you will be able to have a 
better understanding of which skis are best suited to which conditions and will allow you 
to quickly pick the right skis on race day with confidence. 

For more on fleet management and grinding, see pages 10, 14 and 15. We’re expanding 
our on-line library of information about how to set up, test and maintain your skis at 
bouldernordic.com as well.

PERFORMANCE FACTORS

There are many different elements that must come together to produce 
fast skis on race day. Of greatest importance is the overall quality of 
the ski as well as its flex characteristics. Next comes the grind: do you 
have the appropriate structure for the temperature, moisture content 
and snow crystal shape? Finally, you need to have the right wax. In 
order to get the best performance you can out of your equipment, we 
think that a successful ski preparation job starts when the skis are 
selected and ends when the race starts.

The skis are awesome! So fast! I’ll be in contact with you 
this summer about some new skis when you guys go to 
Europe. I can’t thank you enough for all your help.

Paul 
Wisconsin
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The goal of the BNS Ski Service System is to provide a framework that will help you identify 
and learn about every step that goes into having a great pair of skis on the start line. There 
are three guiding principals that we feel will help lead you down the path to success:

SIMPLICITY
Avoiding complication when possible keeps ski preparation manageable and fun.

FOCUS ON eFFeCTIVeNeSS
This goes hand-in-hand with Simplicity. By focusing on what will yield the greatest returns, 
it is possible to narrow down what should receive your attention and energy…and what 
should not.

qUALITY
Whether it is skis, grinds, wax or tools; high-quality materials are always our emphasis. We 
understand that you invest a great deal into your skiing—we are committed to providing you 
with the very best products and services to help you make your investment pay off.

WAxING

OPTIMIZATION

WAxING – CLOSING IN ON SUCCESS

Once you have chosen your race skis, the most important thing 
you can do is make sure that you have wax that is right for the 
conditions. It is best not to reach for large advantages by anticipating 
unpredictable circumstances or by gambling on wax that you’re 
unfamiliar with. Be conservative. As long as you have chosen your 
skis well and your wax is competitive, you’ll never be out of the race.

OPTIMIZATION – REAChING FOR AN ADVANTAGE

When race day rolls around, hopefully you will have chosen a high-quality pair of skis with appropriate flex 
characteristics and grind. Combined with a conservative but competitive wax preparation, you should already 
have a good pair of skis for the day. Optimization is when you can make that good pair of skis truly great. 

Optimizing layers are the adjustments you make to your skis very close to race time: rub-on and liquid 
flouros, called “topcoats,” as well as hand structure. Because these elements are applied to the skis just 
minutes before the start, it is possible to choose products that can yield amazing results in a relatively narrow 
range of conditions. Adding the right topcoat and hand structure to your well-prepared skis gives you a clear 
edge over your competition.
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““Last season I worked with BNS to evaluate my existing skis 
and help me pick a few new pairs to upgrade my fleet. I was 
impressed by their insight and help through each step of 
the process. From talking about what conditions each of 
my skis would perform best, selecting the right grinds for 
the correct skis and making race day ski and wax selections, 
they took the time to make sure all of my questions were 
answered. Even though I am not racing on the World Cup, 
they treated me as though I was. I can’t wait for another 
great season. Thanks guys!

Tom
Oregon

We HAVe ABBReVIATeD THe “HOW TO” SeCTIONS IN THIS YeAR’S MAGAZINe BUT YOU 
CAN FIND IN-DePTH INSTRUCTIONS AND DISCUSSION AT BOULDeRNORDIC.COM.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT

Snow conditions vary by 
temperature, track hardness, 
moisture content as well as 
crystal size and shape. A 
selection of skis with different 
traits and base structures is 
required to best handle the 
varied conditions a ski racer 
will encounter. However, it is 
equally important to keep a 
racer’s quiver manageable. 
World Cup skiers sometimes 
have a huge number of 
skis (we’ve heard of 60–
70 pairs of skate skis for 
some biathletes); but this 
requires a well-organized and 
professional service staff to 
support the fleet.

For self-supported individuals 
or even teams with coaches pulling double-duty as wax technicians, it’s better to limit 
the fleet to a manageable size. This allows you to focus on ski quality and understanding 
each ski’s characteristics which enables you to make informed decisions quickly and 
confidently on race day.

The BNS Fleet Management Service involves working with clients to assess existing skis, 
identify gaps, select grinds, and provide guidelines for race-day decision making. Our goal 
is to ensure that you have the skis you need to succeed, while maintaining confidence 
and simplicity in the decision making process. In order to achieve this goal, we work with 
some basic principles:

1. qUALITY FIRST
The first goal is to ensure that all of your potential race skis are of good absolute quality. 
An investment in a sub-standard pair of skis is a waste of time and money and distracts 
from effective decision-making.

2. PROVIDe BROAD-RANGe SOLUTIONS
Snow and course conditions are endlessly variable and unpredictable. even at a World 
Cup level, the most valuable skis and grinds are those that perform well in the widest 
range of conditions. We avoid over-specializing your fleet of skis, ensuring that your skis 
can gracefully handle unpredicted circumstances and varied snow conditions.

3. CReATe CLeAR DeCISIONS
We equip you with the right setup and knowledge so you know which pair(s) of skis will 
perform given a particular condition. This makes it easy to decide which skis to test and 
which to leave in your bag on any given race day. We accomplish this by establishing 
overlap in grind selection and ski characteristics so you have options to handle any 
condition while maintaining clear distinctions between skis so you don’t have to test 
everything every day. Our new grind naming system simplifies this process dramatically.

4. MAKe THe RACeR AN ASSeT
When it comes to ski preparation on race day, a racer can be his or her own best ally or 
worst enemy. An informed and confident racer will make fewer and less severe mistakes 
and spend less energy on skis. Our goal is to provide you with the information that will 
give you the confidence needed to succeed without stress.

FLEET MANAGEMENT
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HOW TO GeT HeLP MANAGING YOUR FLeeT
Contact BNS to begin building a fleet of skis that will provide a foundation for your 
skiing success. We start the process by helping you evaluate your current setup. 
Combining our knowledge of skis with your experience with your current skis, we 
identify the conditions where each pair will perform best. We then help choose the 
optimal stone grind structures for each pair of skis and identify any holes that need 
to be filled. We carry a large selection of the highest quality, hand-selected Fischer, 
Madshus and Rossignol race skis if you need to add high-quality skis to your fleet, 
and we can pick the perfect complement to your existing skis. You end up with skis 
and structures optimized for you as well as a much better understanding of your 
skis and clear guidelines for choosing skis for races.

““Working with Boulder Nordic Sport Last season was rad. I had 
an awesome experience ski testing with the BNS staff. They 
chose my race skis and grinds going into the season. Having 
BNS manage my fleet of race skis is a huge advantage. What 
ever the weather is doing I know I am covered and will have 
a great pair Salomon skis and BNS grind for that race. Huge 
thanks to Boulder Nordic Sport for the fleet management. 
What’s more fun than skiing on real fast skis?

Tad Elliot
US Ski Team
2011 US National Champion 30km

We work with elite athletes on fleet management because they provide great feedback 
and help us learn about skis and grinds faster than any other testing we can do. From 
working with race departments from each brand to select skis for the athletes, to grinding 
the skis and testing them on snow, every step of the process takes a big investment of 
time, but also has a great payoff. These athletes are pushing the limits of their equipment 
every day, and their feedback helps us understand what works and what doesn’t in the 
real world.
     —Nathan

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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SKIS

FISCHeR CARBONLITe & RCS SKATING Fischer skate skis have a moderate to low camber with a 
very stiff and elastic finishing flex. We like these skis because the response is immediate, and they “give 
back” a very high percentage of energy. The Fischer design is the most versatile and universal we’ve ever 
seen – a single great pair of skis can be outstanding in a very broad range of track conditions. $700/450

FISCHeR CARBONLITe & RCS CLASSIC Fischer classic skis are legendary for their combination of 
speed and secure kick. The 812 construction that was introduced nearly a decade ago set a standard 
that has been emulated by almost every other manufacturer. The magic of the 812 is that the pocket 
is positioned forward under the foot, and closes easily when pressure is applied through the ball of the 
foot. This means that the ski is fast and free in a gliding position, but kicks easily when you roll onto the 
ball of the foot. Fischer also has specialty classic skis in the 902 construction (S-Track) and Zero skis 
that are among our favorites. New this year is the 3-dimensional shaped Carbon Tip and Tail. $700/450

ROSSIGNOL WCS SKATe Rossignol skate skis have a high and active camber with a relatively soft 
finishing flex. This means that the give and take of energy on these skis happens on a large scale. They 
demand a lot, and give a lot back, creating a snappy and energetic feel with outstanding stability. While 
Rossignol has always had great skis for hard snow, we’ve found some excellent soft-snow characteristics 
in this year’s inventory, and are confident in our ability to provide skis for all conditions. $650

ROSSIGNOL XIUM CLASSIC Rossignol has prioritized secure kick in their classic ski design, and has 
delivered by building their pocket so that it closes to a flat finish. This ensures that the whole pocket 
gets pressured equally during the kick, and the ski is less demanding of a forward kicking position than 
other models. $650

MADSHUS NANOSONIC SKATe Madshus skate skis seem to be made for active skiing. They’re fast 
enough when they’re flat on the snow, but they really shine when you’re in an active position – with the 
ski on edge. Many people interpret this to mean that they’re good at high speeds (which is true), but 
we’ve found that they are rewarding at any speed, especially for those who are dynamic and constantly 
moving from ski to ski. $650

MADSHUS NANOSONIC CLASSIC Madshus classic skis have the longest wax pocket of any brand we 
know of. Their modern, forward-positioned pocket provides a great combination of kick and glide. The 
new “VR” camber in their 103 model wet skis is very sensitive to position, allowing the skier to ski a 
much stiffer ski that is fast when gliding, but closes down flat when loaded on the right spot. We got a 
few pairs of these last year and everyone who was lucky enough to get a pair raved about them. $650

BNS & SKIS
Skis are our focus at BNS, and we invest a huge amount of 
time, energy and money in understanding the skis that we 
carry. We recognize that the absolute quality of your skis 
is the foundation of your experience on snow. every pair 
of high-end race skis that we have in inventory has been 
hand-selected to meet our quality criteria.

We travel to factories in europe every year to meet with 
the engineers who design these skis and the World Cup 
technicians who support them. We also work with athletes 

and test skis extensively on our own to get a better under-
standing of how they work in the real world.

We combine all of this knowledge and experience to bring 
together an inventory of skis that is unsurpassed in quality. 
We’re proud to say that we have the highest quality inven-
tory of skis available anywhere.

While race skis are obviously our specialty, there is a lot 
more to cross-country skiing than just hammering on the 

tracks. We carry a wide range of models for all of the fun 
things we do on snow.

We could write a book about skis but fortunately for you, 
space limits us to completely inadequate one-line sum-
maries of each model on this page. We invite you to take 
advantage of our experience and knowledge. Drop by one 
of the shops, call, or go to bouldernordic.com for detailed 
product information and expert guidance to help you find 
the perfect ski.

FISChER SPORT
FISCHeR RCR SKATING VASA The RCR 
is an excellent value for recreational ski-
ers and racers. With the same racing 
shape and base as the Carbonlite, the RCR 
shares the racing feel of Fischer’s top skis 
at a very attractive price. $350

FISCHeR RCR CLASSIC/CROWN VASA 
The RCR is an easy-to-kick racing ski for 
recreational skiers, racers and even begin-
ners looking for performance. Available in 
Crown (waxless) and waxable. $350

FISCHeR CRS SKATe/CRS CLASSIC
The CRS uses a new material called Basa-
light that gives it a springy, racy feel and 
light weight for a budget race ski. $230

FISChER TOURING
FISCHeR SUPeRLIGHT CROWN Great 
ski for on track or light off track skiing. 
Lightweight race construction with extra 
width for stability. $265

FISCHeR RIDGe CROWN WAXLeSS
Inexpensive in-track touring ski with reli-
able grip and durability for skiing in the 
track, on the golf course, snowmobile trails 
or just generally banging around on skis, 
having a good time. $99.95

FISChER BACKCOUNTRY
FISCHeR SPIDeR 62
A metal edge and Nordic Rocker technol-
ogy make for easy turns in the backcountry 
with lightweight AirTec core and Offtrack 
Crown for optimal climbing. $300

FISCHeR COUNTRY CROWN Trusty part-
ner away from the tracks and trails. Great 
choice for lots of adventures. Traditional 
touring length, waxless. $169

FISCHeR SNOWBOUND CROWN De-
signed with some sidecut to help carve 
turns, but it is focused on backcountry 
travel from point A to point B with efficient 
grip and glide. Metal edge. $279

MADShUS BACKCOUNTRY
MADSHUS GLITTeRTIND MGV+ Back-
country touring ski for lightweight, sturdy, 
all-round performance particularly well 
suited for off-trail and powder snow skiing. 
Full-length steel edge. $199

MADSHUS VOSS MGV A responsive Tor-
sion Cap and Multicore construction gives 
the Voss a light, soft flexing tip and tail, 
while the 3/4-length steel edge provides 
sure grip. $190

RACE SKIS

SPORT / TOURING SKIS
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STONE GRINDING
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GRIND qUALITY
The quality of a stone grind directly corresponds to 
performance. Producing high-quality grinds that yield 
the fastest skis requires advanced machinery and highly 
skilled operators. The people running the process must 
have a keen eye for grind quality as they manage the 
many variables that influence production on the machine. 
experience, patience and ability are all required to make 
high-quality grinds consistently.

BNS uses cross-country-specific machines that leave bases 
clean and hair-free, reducing post-grind base prep and 
giving you fast skis almost immediately. These machines 
are numerically controlled, which means that the diamond 
cutting system and grinding wheel are digitally controlled 
and can give us highly precise, repeatable grinds. Most 
stone grinding machines are made for alpine equipment 
and cannot do the fine work required on cross country 
skis, which have softer bases and smaller surface area. 
Our machine avoids the burning, smearing and overly-
aggressive structure we see in a lot of skis that are brought 
to us from other grinders.

CHOOSING THe RIGHT STRUCTURe
Snow varies widely in moisture content and snow crystal 
type, and ski performance corresponds directly to how well 
a stone grind pattern manages these factors. Some stone 
grinds have very broad ranges and handle a wide variety of 
conditions well, while others are superb in a very limited 
set of conditions and not very good in most others. The 
grinds you choose to put on your skis should depend on 
how many pairs of skis you have in your “fleet” and the 
conditions you expect to encounter most often. 

Since ski quality itself is a dominant factor in performance, 
for most people, the best setup is 1–3 pairs of high-quality 
skis with broad-range grinds that put the best skis in the 
race more often. However, many high-level competitors 
have 4–6+ pairs of skis to be able to handle all snow 
conditions.

There are two important choices that need to be made 
concerning stone grinds: 
FLeeT MANAGeMeNT Choosing the right grind to apply 
to the skis.
RACe-DAY MANAGeMeNT Choosing the fastest ski/grind 
combination for specific conditions.

FLeeT MANAGeMeNT
Choosing which grind to put on your skis should not be 
difficult. The first step is to identify the characteristics of 
the ski itself – stiffness, camber shape, flex pattern. Often 
these characteristics determine the conditions in which 
the ski will be best. See our section on Fleet management 
on page 10.

RACe DAY DeCISIONS
When it comes to choosing the right ski for training or 
racing, you may have to choose not only between skis, but 
also grinds. Keep in mind:

•The fastest grind is the one that performs the best over 
the eNTIRe course. Course conditions often vary widely, 
so it is important to find the grind that works in everything 
you will encounter. For example, a grind might excel in the 
glazed stadium area where many people have skied, but 
90% of the course may be on newer, dryer snow out in the 
woods. A better choice would be a grind that handles the 
glaze, but is also fast in the newer, dryer snow.

•Test skis/grinds against each other leading up to races if 
possible. Zero out two pairs by preparing (waxing) them 
the same way and testing them against each other to 
determine which grind is working best.

•On Race Day, use your knowledge of each grind’s 
strengths and weaknesses when making your choice. For 
example, if two grinds are testing the same, but conditions 
are warming, choose the warmer grind.

SIMPLe GRINDING MeNU
“Keep It Simple, Stupid,” or The KISS principle, should 
apply to stone grind choice. We recommend these core 
grinds as the starting point for everyone. These broad-
range structures provide a solid foundation to handle every 
condition, whether you have one pair of skis or twenty.

Our Simple Grind Menu is based on how many pairs of 
skis you have in your fleet. Ninety-five percent of racers 
have one, two or three pairs of skis, and we recommend 
different mixes of our core grinds based on how many skis 
you have to work with. To find the right mix of grinds for 

your fleet, choose skate/classic and then pick the grinds 
that are highlighted for the number of pairs of skis you 
have.

every region has unique snow conditions. Skiers in the 
dry Mountain West will want to adjust toward the colder 
end of the menu, while skiers in the Northwest and 
California should consider moving to the warmer end 
of the spectrum. We are always happy to consult with 
individuals and teams to make recommendations that 
keep your life simple but ensure you get the best we have 
to offer.

ABOUT STONE GRINDING
Stone grinding flattens the ski base, removes burnt and damaged base material and creates an important structure 
pattern. Bottom line, grinding makes your skis faster and easier to wax when done well. Factors you need to consider 
when stone grinding your skis are grind quality and how to choose structure patterns to optimize your skis’ performance.

K.I.S.S.

http://We have expanded content online at 
bouldernordic.com, including pictures 
and video. Be sure to check out boulder-
nordic.com for these exciting additions 
and check back throughout the season 
as we build this library.
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Tazzari machines and our special stones leave 
skis remarkably clean relative to other brands of 
machines. We chose Tazzari because they are 
specifically made for cross-country skis, they 
have the most advanced functions available and 
Tazzari grinds are race-ready from the start with 
less prep work.
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STRUCTURe PATTeRNS & GRIND DeVeLOPMeNT
While the quality of grind production is vital to fast skis, the structure patterns themselves also have 
a big impact on performance. BNS grinds have been developed to perform on North American snow, 
which is strikingly different than european and Scandinavian snow. We invest heavily in development 
of new structures with our own in-house testing (we have over 50 pairs of test skis). We also work 
closely with athletes and teams to measure the performance of our structures in varied conditions all 
over the world.

NeW GRINDS FOR 2011–2012
We had great success with three new skating structures last season and they’ve made it onto our grind 
menu this year. We’ve listed these grinds with their new names and old names in parentheses.

S0.1 (LS00) – The S0.1 is the dedicated extreme cold grind that has been missing from our repertoire. 
This very fine structure works well in extreme cold and dry conditions, especially in newer snow with 
sharp crystals. Think 2011 American Birkebeiner…

S1.2 (S1-0x) – S1.2 is great in a narrow range of “blue” conditions, but can be a bit fickle. A great 
choice for a dry, cold, new-snow ski, but probably not if this is your only cold ski. We are still trying to 
nail down exactly when this grind runs fast and when it doesn’t.

S2.2 (S2-1x) – S2.2 had tremendous success in its debut season. It combines the free feel of CV0 
with the high-speed release that CV0 lacks. A very broad range grind that goes quite cold if there is 
moisture in the snow and quite warm if the snow does not get too saturated. Ideal conditions are 
freezing and below, with new to transformed (by grooming, not freeze-thaw) snow. Probably a good 
choice on a one-pair fleet.

ALWAYS MORe INFORMATION AT
BOULDeRNORD ICSPORT.COM
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CLARITY – NeW BNS GRIND NAMeS
We’ve revamped our grind naming system this year and we’re excited 
how it simplifies grind selection when deciding WHICH grind to put on 
a ski and when choosing which ski/grind combination to use on any 
given day. Don’t worry, we still have the same fast grinds (and some new 
faster ones), we’ve just replaced the old names with easily decipherable 
numbers that make it easy to figure out what conditions each grind is 
suited for.

The new system is easy – each name consists of an “S” or “C” to 
designate skate or classic followed by two numbers separated by a 
decimal point. The first digit corresponds to moisture and temperature 
range on a scale of 0 to 5. This is the vertical axis of our new grind menu 
with dry/cold at the bottom of the scale (0) and wet/warm at the top 
(5). The second digit corresponds to snow type ranging from new/sharp 
at 0 to the other extreme of transformed/rounded at 5 on the scale. In 
order to make it more intuitive, we’ve flipped the vertical (moisture) axis 
over our old grind menu, so now cold/dry is at the bottom and warm/
wet is at the top, just like a thermometer and the numbers increase like 
a standard graph.

These new names bring clarity to each grind’s characteristics and also 
allow you to easily compare grinds relative to each other just by looking 
at their names. You no longer need to memorize code names and our 
grind menu to determine grind choice; the names alone will guide you.

ExPANDED RACING MENU

The reality is that snow conditions vary wildly and we 
sometimes need structures to complement our broad-range 
core grinds. The core grinds are highlighted in the middle, 
but you’ll also find the rest of the structures that have made 
the cut to be included in our primary repertoire. Find out 
more details about our grinds at bouldernordic.com.

hOW TO GET IT DONE
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Classic

Skate

YOU HAVe THRee OPTIONS
TO GeT YOUR SKIS TO US:

A. Drop them off at one of our shops in Boulder, CO or 
Portland Me.

B. Drop them off Nov 22–26, 2011 in West Yellow-
stone at the BNS Mobile Store.

C. Ship them to us in Boulder, CO. 
Please DO NOT ship skis to Portland, ship them directly 
to our Boulder location!

NOTe* New address for shipping skis:
3600 Arapahoe Ave
Boulder, CO 80303

SHIPPING SKIS
Download a stone grinding work order form from the 
“Ski Service” page at bouldernordic.com. There you will 
find our grind menu, info about the process, shipping 
addresses and instructions. Fill out the form, prepare 
your skis and ship them.

CALL US IF YOU NeeD HeLP 
We can guide you to the right grind choice and answer 
other questions you might have. Find more information 
on our grinds and grind process at bouldernordic.com

NEW GRIND NAMES
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INTRODUCTION TO WAxING
WhY

WAXING THeORY
Choosing the right race wax can be challenging, but it doesn’t have to be terribly difficult. Remember to keep it simple 
and focus on the important parts. Understanding how each step in the waxing process affects ski speed will make you 
more effective and efficient.

There is very little science to back up our understanding of ski waxing. Instead, wax technicians rely heavily on empirical 
information. They test and use what works simply because it works—even if test results confound the most experienced 
of wax techs. That being said, experience is a priceless resource when it comes to waxing. BNS staff members have 
waxed skis at every level of competition; from small citizens’ races to the World Cup and the Olympics. In the following 
sections, we share this experience with you with the hope that our experience can help you have great skis, every time.

hOW

APPLICATION TeCHNIqUeS: THe GReATeST eFFeCT WITH THe LeAST DAMAGe
While incidental scratches and dings incurred during normal use don’t slow your skis down much at all, the damage 
inflicted during incorrect waxing and preparation often causes skis to slow considerably. The most common types of ski 
damage that we see are burned bases or overheated ski cores. By exercising proper technique when waxing, you can easily 
avoid damage and continue to maximize the potential of your equipment. See our website, www.bouldernordicsport.com 
for information and videos on waxing techniques.

BASe BASICS
Most ski bases are made of P-Tex, an industrial thermoplastic with impressive qualities for a sliding surface: very low 
friction and high abrasion resistance. P-Tex is made by pressing together small particles of polyethylene and various 
additives under high pressure and heat, a process called sintering. This creates a material that will absorb wax when 
applied with adequate heat. Most bases require an iron temperature of around 110ºC to absorb wax. Alternatively, skis 
can be put into a ‘hot box’ that will heat the skis to a much lower temperature, around 55ºC, and the wax is absorbed 
slowly into the base over several hours.

Physically, wax alters the hardness of the base surface. This allows you to tune the base for the kind of snow crystals 
you anticipate encountering. Chemically, wax adjusts the water repellency and also lubricates the ski base. Wax additives 
such as fluorine, graphite and molybdenum provide additional characteristics such as dirt repellency, dry lubrication and 
electrical conductivity.

PARAFFINS: BASe & RACe WAXeS
Paraffin waxes are the foundation of ski glide waxing and come in many varieties that are used for different temperature 
ranges, moisture levels and snow types. These waxes are applied by melting with an iron and the resulting heat forces 
wax into the base material. The safest and most effective method is to use the iron temperature recommended by the 
manufacturer and to move the iron in a continuous pass from tip to tail without moving it back and forth on the ski. Two 
or three passes should be plenty for each wax application.

Once the wax has cooled, we remove the wax that has not been absorbed into the base by scraping with a plastic scraper 
followed by brushing. Scraping should remove almost all of the wax. A sharp scraper is necessary to do this efficiently, 
especially with colder, harder paraffin waxes. Brushing picks up where scraping left off, removing any remaining wax 
residue and cleaning out the structure (grind pattern) in the base.

See our detailed how-to section on waxing at bouldernordic.com.

1 — Clean the ski 
with glide zone 
cleaner or by hot-
scraping.

2 — Apply paraffin 
by laying a molten 
bead of wax onto 
the ski with the 
iron.

3 — Alternatively, 
heat the wax on the 
iron, then crayon it 
onto the ski.

4 — Iron the wax in 
two to three contin-
uous passes from 
tip to tail.

5 — When the 
wax has cooled, 
scrape with a sharp 
scraper.

6 — Remove ex-
cess wax with a 
soft metal brush 
and polish the base 
with a nylon brush.

http://Check out videos and detailed 
explanations at bouldernordic.com

SCRAPING TIPS

1. Start with one push of the scraper from tip to tail to 
remove the bulk of the wax.

2. Follow up with a few short, quick scrapes to remove 
pockets of wax missed in the initial scraping.

3. When scraping the edges and sidewalls, use the 
short ends of the scraper so you don’t dull the scraping 
(long) edge.

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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DECISION MAKING

RACe DAY PARAFFIN DeCISIONS
The right paraffin wax serves as a vital foundation of 
preparing a race ski. Having an appropriate paraffin is 
the key to not only having competitive skis, but also for 
building subsequent layers of powders and topcoats that 
can make a truly significant difference.

Keep your paraffin decision simple and conservative. The 
best use of time spent testing wax is on flouro powders and 
topcoats, as they can make the biggest difference. That 
being said, if you have time, it never hurts to test two or 
three paraffins—just make sure that you keep it simple. 
Generally, the best strategy for choosing paraffin is to know 
a line of waxes well enough so that you can pick a wax that 
will do the job and not slow you down. If you are at a race 
where companies are providing race service, combine your 
knowledge with their wax testing reports. 

When choosing a paraffin, a good guide is to ask yourself the 
following questions while considering the characteristics 
of the snowpack: crystal shape, moisture content and 
temperature.

1. What is the appropriate hardness of the wax? 
2. What is the appropriate fluoro content of the wax? 
3. What additives and underlayers are appropriate?

Adding a graphite under-layer before applying your paraffin 
can also be a good choice. We often find that it improves 
the speed of race paraffins and almost always improves 
durability and dirt resistance. Durability is often the biggest 
advantage provided by graphite and can give you an 
advantage during the second half of the race, when fast 
skis are most important.

THeRe ARe TWO TYPeS OF WAX ReCOMMeNDATIONS: 
testing-based and forecast-based. It is important to 
distinguish the difference between the two so you know 
when you can trust them explicitly or when you might want 
to verify the suggestions with your own testing.

Snow crystals come in many shapes and forms. Time, 
humidity, temperature and a number of other factors change 
the crystal from the time snow falls from the sky to when it 
melts. each crystal shape has distinct characteristics that 
change the way it interacts with the base of your ski. It 
is important to understand these different characteristics 
because they are likely the most important factors in 
choosing the right wax and grind when selecting skis from 
your quiver.

Snow starts out as well-defined crystal with sharp edges 
when it falls from the sky. New snow is also able to absorb 
and hold a relatively high amount of moisture. Over time, 
the crystals dull and become less capable of soaking up 
moisture.

Snow moisture content is often confused with relative 
humidity. Relative humidity is the capacity of the air to 
hold water vapor and it can be misleading for choosing 
waxes. To help make decisions, it is best to develop a feel 
for the snow – touch it with your hands, make a snowball, 
squeeze it, observe the track surface and look for glazing. 
All of this will give you a good indication of the moisture 
level of the snow.

SNOW CRYSTAL TYPe:

 New Sharp Crystals

 Old Fine Crystals

 Transformed Granular Crystals

SNOW MOISTURe CONTeNT:

 Fully saturated slop

 Wet Snow

 Thawing snow, free moisture emerging

 Moderate Moisture, still captured by the crystals

 Dry

MENUS

The following pages contain short overviews of each step in the BNS Ski Service System. These charts are selections of 
our favorite waxes across all brands laid out to show the range of conditions in which each wax excels. We’ve designated 
an entire section of bouldernordic.com to teaching you how to select, apply and test wax and structure. Go to boulder-
nordic.com for our in-depth library of waxing how-to’s and tips covering every step of the ski service system.

IMPORTANT WARNING!
These respirators help protect against certain airborne 
contaminants, but only when used correctly. Before use, 
read and understand the instructions provided with the 
mask. Be certain that the filters and mask are appropriate 
for the environmental hazards you will encounter, as any 
given filter will not protect you from every danger. 

SAFETY

With as much waxing as we do at BNS, we take safety very 
seriously. While there are conflicting reports of which waxes 
and wax fumes cause damage, if any, we prefer to err on the 
side of caution and protect ourselves. We have been using 
these systems for years and notice that we definitely feel 
better when we are not breathing in wax dust, if nothing else.

We offer three options for your protection:

BeTTeR THAN BASIC A great starter mask for someone 
who waxes a few pairs of skis. This 3M Half Facepiece 
Reusable mask is better than a basic one you would get 
at the local hardware store with a soft sealing surface 
and uniquely designed 3M Cool Flow exhalation Valve for 
enhanced comfort. Made from a durable silicone and can 
be used with any of the 3M Filters and Cartridges. Comes 
with two Cartridge Organic Vapor/P100 Filters. Available in 
Medium and Large. 
$50
Replacement filters (2 pk.) $23

MID-LeVeL Great for coaches or anyone spending long 
hours in a waxroom. This Sperian Survivair Opti-Fit full 
Facepiece Respirator is designed for superior fit, comfort and 
optics in a full-face respirator. It features a distortion-free, 
fog-resistant lens with exceptional range of view and anti-
scratch coating. The lightweight construction reduces head 
and neck stress even during long days waxing. Comes with 
two Organic Vapor/P100 Filter Cartridges. NIOSH approved. 
We wear these in the shop and while waxing at events. 
Available in Medium or Large. 
$175
Replacement filters (2pk.) $29.99

MAX PROTeCTION A professional investment in comfort, 
safety and efficiency. This 3M Versaflo Complete System Kit 
provides forced air flow into a full-face shield. The benefit 
is that the perspiration and moisture do not build up, 
dramatically improving comfort for long stretches wearing the 
mask. The Versaflo is maximum protection in a lightweight, 
compact package. equipped with automatic flow control, 
low battery alarm, and low flow alarm; this has all the bells 
and whistles to keep you 100% protected. quick Release 
Swivel breathing tubes allow fast and easy connection. This 
provides excellent peripheral and downward vision so as not 
to hinder your work on skis. The easily removable parts allow 
simple cleaning, maintenance, and replacement. Available in 
Small and Large. Includes: Headcover, PAPR with easy clean 
belt, breathing tube, charger, filter and storage bag. 
$1280 
Replacement filters available.

LF Graphite
universal underlayer for all race paraffins in all conditions
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FLUOROCARBON POWDERS
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ABOUT FLUOROCARBONS

Pure fluorocarbon waxes revolutionized ski racing with their incredible ability to repel water and increase durability. Pure 
fluoros provide the largest advantages over traditional “paraffin” waxes as snow gets wetter and dirtier, but advances in 
technology have resulted in new compounds that work well in colder and drier snow. Modern fluoros work so well that 
it’s truly rare to find conditions where pure fluoro powders aren’t used at high-level events.

The high heat required to apply fluoro powders can be intimidating, but like all waxes, once you know the tricks, it 
becomes a simple, straightforward process. We’re used to the tentative looks we get at wax clinics when we say that 
applying fluoro powders is easy, and we’ve designed a whole section of our website to teach how to select, apply and 
test pure fluoro powders. Go to bouldernordic.com for our in-depth library of waxing how-to’s and tips covering every 
step of the ski service system.

1 — Sprinkle an even layer 
of powder onto a clean, 
scraped and brushed ski.

2 — Iron the powder onto the 
base using the bevel of the 
iron to spread and smooth 
the powder.

3 — Once the ski has cooled, 
lightly scrape excess powder 
off the base.

4 — Use a metal or horsehair 
brush to remove additional 
excess material from the 
base.

5 — Polish with nylon by 
brushing with high pressure, 
back and forth.

IRONING
Sprinkle powder on the base until evenly covered. The goal is to use only enough to cover the entire surface of the base. 
Adding more powder does not increase performance once you get full coverage. As a rule of thumb, expect to get 5–8 
powder applications out of a 30g vial. Push the powder out of the groove using a groove scraper or finger. 

Iron temperature is critical to success with powders. each powder will have its own recommended temperature, so fol-
low the instructions on the package. Always remember that at the high temperatures involved, the iron has to move very 
quickly across the ski. “Tack” the powder to the base with a single quick pass of the iron, using the leading edge of the 
iron to smooth the powder onto the base. Then follow it up with one quick pass of the iron from tip to tail. You should 
see the powder liquefy and re-crystallize on the ski. If you are having trouble, try a hotter iron. Fluoro applications are 
much easier on bases that are flat and in good condition.

SCRAPING & BRUSHING
We usually start by scraping off the fluoro layer with a plastic scraper. Some people like to only brush fluoro powder off 
of the ski, but there is no performance advantage over scraping, and scraping is faster and easier. Once you’ve removed 
the bulk of the fluoro powder, brush with a stiff natural brush (horsehair/boar’s hair) or fine steel brush. Then polish with 
a nylon brush. You can use the same brushes you use on paraffin waxes, but avoid contaminating your fluoro application 
by keeping your brushes clean. Rub brushes against each other, against a bench top, or vacuum to remove excess wax.

IRON APPLICATION

Holmenkol
Matrix SP Wet

Ski*Go
C22

Ski*Go
C44/7

Swix FC8X

Holmenkol
Matrix SP Mid08

Solda HP05

Ski*Go
C105

Holmenkol
Matrix SP Cold

Ski*Go
C380 Innovax Beta Cold

FLUORO POWDeRS: HOT VS COLD APPLICATION
When you apply pure fluoros with an iron or roto-cork, it is called a “hot” application because enough heat is applied to 
melt the material. The liquefied fluoro flows across the base, cools and hardens, forming a very durable attachment to 
the base. A cold application refers to using a hand cork to apply just enough heat to make the fluoro material pliable. 
The cold application is not as durable as a hot application, but is usually much faster.

Powders are usually applied hot for races longer than 10km. Cold applications of liquid or solid fluoro are called top-
coats or optimizers and are commonly used alone for races shorter than 5km, or on top of a hot powder application 
for races longer than 10km.

HeAT DAMAGe
Base material needs to be brought to a temperature 
near 110º C in order to absorb wax, but the structural 
core of the ski will begin to deform when heated much 
above 70º C. This means the base must be heated 
up enough to melt the wax while keeping the core 
relatively cooler. Wax should be applied with a hot iron 
so that it flows easily and is rapidly absorbed into the 
base. A hot iron must be moved quickly across the 
base so that the base does not get burned and the core 
is not overheated.

Powders

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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TOPCOATS: BLOCKS & LIqUIDS
TOPCOATS

THe BeST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
Of all the steps in the waxing process, fluorocarbon 
topcoats (hand-corked liquids and blocks) can improve ski 
speed far more than any other step in the waxing process. 
There have been many instances when we have been 
simply stunned by the difference the right topcoat can 
make. Topcoats are relatively inexpensive per application, 
quick and easy to apply, and can give you a distinct 
advantage over your competitors.

We have established that ironed applications of pure 
fluorocarbon powders improve speed over paraffin waxes 
alone (see page 16), but their greatest asset is the 
durability of that improved speed. To maximize speed, 
we add topcoats of solid or liquid fluorocarbons using a 
hand cork, a process referred to as “cold application.” 
Occasionally, fluoro powders are applied as a cold topcoat, 
but this is rare.

Cold applications of pure fluoros provide superior speed 
for several reasons. The high heat of an iron causes the 
fluoro to bond to the ski base at random angles, including 
some against the direction of travel, causing drag against 
snow crystals. Additionally, the hot application chemically 
modifies the fluoro compound which can lead to decreases 
in water and dirt repellency. Although this decrease may 
be only slight, it does not occur in a cold application and 
the flouro retains its original chemical form and thus 
optimal performance. 

There are occasions where a liquid fluoro performs better 
alone than when applied over an ironed fluoro powder. 
Liquids generally outperform all other fluoros in older, 
granular or transformed snow. In these instances, it is 
important to note durability concerns, as many liquids will 
only last 10K without a fluoro powder underneath.

TRICKS FOR eXTReMeLY WeT CONDITIONS
In saturated slushy conditions, we have found that 
applying multiple layers of fluoro block with a special 
application helps manage dirt and moisture. Cork the 
first two or three layers as normal, and instead of 
brushing the base clean, use a stiff nylon brush to 
“brush in” the wax so that it leaves a film on the ski. 
After two or three corked applications, you can skip 
corking, and just use the nylon brush to brush the 
wax into the base. The result is a somewhat filmy 
and dull-looking but very water-repellent finish which 
sheds dirt as the fluoro film comes off the ski. This 
provides superior speed for two or three kilometers, 
and is very effective in sprint competitions.

TRICKS FOR eXTReMeLY COLD CONDITIONS
In extreme cold, a fluoro block finish can be hardened 
by using a very hot (160-175ºC) iron. After the fluoro 
block has been applied and lightly brushed, run the 
iron with a piece of fiberlene over the base plate down 
the ski in a quick pass. This will harden the surface 
which will help gain initial speed in extreme cold 
conditions. Of course always test this against normal 
application to ensure it does improve performance. 

To apply a fluoro block, crayon the block evenly, covering the entire base. It is important to note that blocks may crumble 
when gripped tightly. Avoid this by relaxing your grip on the block and not pressing as hard. Should the block crumble, 
simply spread the smaller pieces on the ski with the cork. To apply a liquid fluoro, paint on an even layer and allow to 
dry completely.

Although this is called a cold application, the topcoat will not bond to the base unless a fair amount of heat is created. 
We highly recommend hand-corking using a natural cork, rather than synthetic, in order to create enough friction to bond 
the fluoro to the ski. Hand-corking ensures that you do not overheat either the fluoro or the base. We recommend hand-
corking over roto-corking to ensure consistent results and prevent burned bases.

We use the large Ski*Go corks for pure fluoro application, as their larger size makes for fast and efficient work. Cork 
aggressively with high pressure until the topcoat changes consistency to ensure that the fluoro bonds to the base. 

Once corking is complete, allow the surface to cool for three to five minutes. This hardens the bond between the topcoat 
and the ski. After cooling, use a stiff nylon brush briskly back and forth for approximately one minute. Finish by wiping 
the ski clean from tip to tail with Fiberlene. 

hOW

1 — Apply the liquid or 
block to the ski. For 
blocks, crayon on the 
ski, for liquids, paint a 
smooth layer on the base 
and let it dry. Ideally, 20 
minutes.

2 — hand-cork (cold 
application). Push hard. 
The liquid / solid fluoro 
will get gooey as it heats 
up and will then become 
clear as it is absorbed 
into the base.

3 — Let the ski cool for 
five minutes plus.

4 — Brush with a metal 
brush lightly, going tip to 
tail direction only.

5 — Polish with a nylon 
brush going back and 
forth at high speed and 
pressure.
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Applying solid fluoro block CorkingApplying liquid fluoro Brushing

Applying Fluoro Topcoats: quick and Easy

SKI*GO NATURAL CORK BIG
A BNS Favorite! This large natural cork is great for cork-
ing fluoros of all types. Does the job in half the time of 
other natural corks.
68151 $7

Maplus HotL Holmenkol
SB Wet

Ski*Go
C22

Ski*Go
C22L

Swix FC8L
Holmenkol
SB Mid

Ski*Go
C44L

Holmenkol
SB Mid08 Ski*Go

C44/7 Ski*Go
C55/99LSki*Go

C22 Ski*Go
C105

Ski*Go
C105 Holmenkol

SB Cold Rex TK-72

Blocks & 

Liquids
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hAND STRUCTURE
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ABOUT hAND STRUCTURE

Hand structure is added to a ski using hand tools to physically imprint structure patterns in the base. These structures 
are a (usually) temporary complement to the permanent structure that stone grinding creates. Hand structure helps 
manage moisture and reduce surface area contact, making the ski faster. Hand structure is typically added as a final 
layer immediately before race time. It is so effective that it is rare to find a day when hand structure does not improve 
ski speed.

There are many different hand structure tools and methods available, so there is no simple and complete set of how-to 
instructions. It is smart to practice working with the tools on rock skis to get the feel for each tool and how to use it 
effectively. 

Hand structures usually rebound out of the base after several waxings, but once you put hand structure in a ski, you’re 
stuck with it until it is ironed out. On race day this poses a challenge because you can’t test hand structures on top of 
each other – each structure is effectively permanent for that day on the snow. World Cup teams have dedicated hand 
structure test fleets, but this is not feasible for most teams, let alone individuals.

1 – Prepare the ski 
by waxing. Typically 
this will involve 
base prep, paraffin 
layer(s) and possibly 
an ironed fluoro 
powder application.

2 – Brush and polish 
the ski well.

3 – Apply the hand 
structure by using 
firm, even pressure 
from tip to tail.

4 – Lightly brush 
with a fine steel 
brush.

5 – Apply a liquid or 
solid fluoro topcoat 
if desired.

6 – Polish with a 
nylon brush.

Finite V10+V03

Finite V10+V05

Swix 2.0+0.75

Finite V03

Finite V05

Finite
V05 Light

Holmenkol Cross Structure

Finite L04

Finite L02

Swix 0.25

Holmenkol Cross Structure
1 roller

OUR FAVORITE STRUCTURE TOOLS

HOLMeNKOL CROSS STRUCTURe TOOL $120
The Cross Structure Tool has two rolling structure drums with opposing threads at 1.75mm 
spacing. each drum creates a linear structure that crosses the ski base. With both 
drums in place, the opposing angles create a fishnet pattern which is very effective 
at breaking surface tension in high-moisture glazing conditions. With one drum 
removed, the offset linear structure provides fantastic performance in cold and dry 
glazing conditions, with very little liability in areas where the snow is not glazing. This 
is the tool that taught us the extremely high value of hand structuring in cold conditions.

SWIX SUPeR RILLeR $50
The Swix Super Riller is the original structure tool, and remains indispensible. It 
creates relatively sharp linear structures that provide good moisture clearance in 
wet conditions and effective crystal management in dry conditions. Interchangeable 
structure blades are available with line spacing from 0.25mm to 3.0mm. We find that 
the smaller structures pressed into the ski very lightly, work well in fine-grained, glazing 
snow, while the 0.5mm to 1.0mm blades handle moist snow under freezing well with 
the 1.0mm, 2.0mm and 3.0mm blades working well for saturated snow. It is common to 
use the 2.0mm covered by the 1.0mm or 0.75mm rill in sloppy wet conditions. 

FINITe FINISH STRUCTURe TOOL ($499 as a kit with 5 drums)
eric and Joe Jensen, the developers of the Finite Finish Structure Tool, are avid ski racers 
and top level masters based out of Boise, Idaho. When they're not ski racing or training, 
they run AceCo Precision Manufacturing in Boise. AceCo has five divisions, and the ski 
tools are essentially a hobby. But they're a hobby executed to the exacting standards 
that has made AceCo an industry leader in tool production and semiconductors. 
You won't find another ski tool anywhere that matches the quality of design and 
workmanship of the Finite Finish.

The Finite Finish Tool is designed to work with a large variety of interchangeable 
structure drums and cutters. It is a “tractor box” type tool; a geared drive-wheel 
rotates the structure drum opposite the direction of travel along the ski base. This 
means that the drum creates a smooth and relatively high-volume impression compared with 
normal rolling tools. The Finite Finish platform can also support normal rolling drums (without 
gears, they just roll along the base) and non-rotational cutters. We have been testing a large 
variety of additional drums, and have worked with the Jensens on future development. At 
the Olympics, we used several combinations of the standard drums to very good effect, 
winning several hand structure tests when we were testing every structure tool available. 
There are currently six structure drums and one "blanking" drum (used to de-tune and 
smooth structure) available. We expect more to be available in early winter.

The Finite Finish Tool is the platform that we at BNS have invested in for our own testing 
and development. We will continue to be partners with AceCo in the development of new 
structure solutions, and we will be testing and recommending Finite Finish structures 
as part of our race-service work. The Finite Finish platform is the most advanced and 
flexible structure solution available, and will grow to support your ongoing needs.

FINDING THe RIGHT HAND STRUCTURe 
WITHOUT DeDICATeD TeST SKIS:

It's possible to test two or three hand structure 
modifications on a back-up pair of race skis using these 
guidelines:
•Make a MILD hand structure modification on one ski. 
Leave the other ski unmodified. 
•If the modified ski is better, then make another slightly 
more aggressive modification on the other ski.
•If more structure seems to be better, it may be worth 
making a new modification to the first ski and making 
one more test, but you’re probably reaching the limit of 
what you can learn at this point. 
•It’s important to think ahead about temperature 
changes and solar effect through the day. When in 
doubt, use less aggressive structure in order to limit the 
potential for liability.

hOW TO

ALWAYS MORe INFORMATION AT
BOULDeRNORD ICSPORT.COM
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KICK & KLISTER
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KICK WAx & KLISTER
We have all had the perfect day of classic skiing where the kick and glide were spot on. The problem is replicating those 
days in all conditions. Though kick waxing theory could fill a book, the key is to simplify things. Once you have the basic 
principles of kick waxing, you can build your knowledge and wax box in an educated manner. 

Kick wax grips the snow surface by forming a weak chemical bond with it. The goal is to have kick wax that will release 
as the ski rebounds off the snow at the end of the kick. Kick wax also needs to repel dirt and water as much as possible 
to avoid dragging. As you can imagine, all of these factors make it very hard to formulate kick waxes correctly over a 
broad range of conditions.

hOW

GeTTING WAX TO STICK TO A COLD BASe
When faced with waxing outside under cold conditions, 
it can be challenging to get kick wax to stick to a cold 
base. Avoid warming up hard wax to get it to stick to 
the base, which generally results in gobs of wax on the 
base that are very hard to smooth. Instead, heat the 
base of the ski by aggressively corking, which will allow 
for the wax to go on in thin even layers. You will find 
that after the first layer, it becomes quite easy to apply 
additional layers.

To layer a cold wax on top of a softer, warmer wax, 
first ensure that the soft wax is sufficiently cooled on 
the base of the ski. Next, warm the cover wax up with 
a heat gun or torch. Apply the cover layer under light 
pressure and cork lightly to make sure that layers stay 
separate and do not mix. 

An ideal kick wax application matches the firmness, 
moisture content and crystal shape of the snowpack. It 
must be soft enough to engage the snow and provide grip, 
but hard enough to release the crystals, repel dirt and 
prevent icing. The layer of wax must also be thin enough 
and smooth enough to avoid grabbing the snow when 
gliding. This is accomplished by layering and sometimes 
mixing kick waxes appropriate to the conditions in order 
to achieve the best balance of grip and glide possible. 
The goal is also to get an appropriate thickness of wax 
distributed in the right kick zone. 

Hardwax is applied by crayoning and then hand-corking 
smooth. Typically, hardwaxes are applied in a series of 
thin layers in order to best control the thickness. This also 
keeps the application smooth. Klisters tend to be applied 
in single layers by dabbing them on straight out of the 
tube. The klister is heated using an iron, heat gun or torch 
and then smoothed out on the base using the iron or 
fingers. With all kick wax applications, it is important to 
keep the wax as smooth as possible. Bumps in your wax 
job can lead to dragging and icing.

BINDeRS
All grip wax applications begin with a binder layer of a 
hard wax. This layer provides a platform for subsequent 
layers and binds the entire wax application to the ski, 
increasing durability. Binder choice is important as it 
dramatically affects the speed of the wax job. Depending 
on how aggressive the snow is, green or blue hard wax, a 

dedicated binder hard wax or a hard klister is used. It is 
often a good idea to test some different binder layers to 
find the best balance between durability and speed.

To apply the binder layer, a thin layer of wax must be 
heated in order to bond with the base of the ski. This is 
generally accomplished with an iron, heat gun or torch. 
Allow the base to cool and then smooth with a synthetic 
cork.

LAYeRING & MIXING
Many wax jobs involve layering waxes with varying degrees 
of hardness. In the case of hard wax, this usually involves 
putting a harder (colder) wax on top of a wax that kicks 
well, but drags or is icing. This process helps reduce icing 
and drag without sacrificing the kick. It’s also common 
to cover klister with a layer of hard wax for transformed, 
granular conditions to release the snow and prevent the 
klister from grabbing chunks of snow.

Layered wax jobs provide unique advantages with the 
different layers retaining some of their independent 
qualities. Mixed waxes form a new homogenous layer with 
its own qualities that are often less desirable and harder 
to predict. Layering waxes can be tricky because too much 
pressure applied while corking will cause the layers to mix. 
In order to create layers, make sure that the base layer 
is well-cooled and hardened, apply the cover with light 
pressure and cork delicately.
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THe RIGHT WAX, THe RIGHT SKIS, 
 THe RIGHT APPLICATION

Kick wax application is at least as important as wax 
selection. Thicker and longer applications generally 
give better kick, but they may sacrifice a great deal of 
speed. Understanding the way the skis work is critical 
for getting the right wax in the right place. You should 
have a good understanding of the length, position and 
shape of your wax pocket, the action of the pocket (or 
how the various parts of the pocket move), and which 
parts are critical for providing kick. Learning your skis 
and the differences between different pairs will make 
you a better waxer. The best teacher is experience, 
and it’s a good idea to train on race skis, particularly 
when conditions are tricky. “Making-do” on a training 
day can teach you the lessons required so that you 
don’t need to “make-do” on a race day.

ALWAYS MORe INFORMATION AT
BOULDeRNORD ICSPORT.COM
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Ski*Go
HF Yellow

Ski*Go
XC Yellow

Ski*Go
XC Orange Swix VR65

Swix Special Red

Guru Red

Ski*Go
HF RedSwix VR50

Guru Violet Swix VR45

Swix Extra Blue
Guru Hallgeir Extreme

Rode Super Extra Blue

Guru Blue Rode Super Blue
Ski*Go
HF Violet Guru Super Hallgeir

Rode Multigrade Blue Ski*Go
HF Blue

Ski*Go
XC Green

Rode Special Green

Rex OU

Ski*Go
HF Yellow

Rex OI Swix K22N

Rode Multigrade Universal

Rode Rossa Special

Rode Rossa

Start Universal Wide
Rex OV

Ski*Go
HF Violet

Guru 39

Rode Violet

Guru 39 Hard

Rode Special Violet

Guru Blue Rex Blue

Rode Chola

Corking

Sanding Crayoning

Ironing

Kick W
ax

Klister
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NEW FOR 2011–2012
By Nathan Schultz

Holmenkol’s strength lies in their development of 
fast, broad-range waxes they have combined into 
a simple, compact system. Holmenkol’s reliability, 

especially in the Matrix Racing Paraffin Line, makes 
them one of my go-to waxes when I don’t have the luxury 
of testing before applying my race wax. We find that 
Holmenkol paraffins consistently win or are competitive 
with the winners of wax tests often enough to give us the 
confidence to know that they are a good choice without 
testing.

Holmenkol changes things up a little this year and brings 
in some exciting new waxes that continue to increase 
performance while other wax lines fall further behind. 
We’ve been lucky to work closely with the Holmenkol R&D 
and Race Service teams and have been testing variations 
of these waxes for a few seasons. 

SPeeDBASe RACe WAX
Speedbase is a new race wax used as a base wax (like a 
paraffin HF) for Pure Fluoro Powders, consisting of tiny 
granules of HF wax with a nano-coating. Holmenkol had 
to make the wax in granules so that the nano coating can 
be applied. Over the last two seasons, our tests show that 
Speedbase is usually competitive with the Matrix line, and 
can beat it handily when in higher moisture conditions. 
The Matrix line still remains our go-to HF race paraffin, 
but Speedbase is a good addition to the kit for those 
searching for every advantage. There is a trick to applying 
the granules of wax; check out the video at bouldernordic.
com.

NeW TOOLS
Holmenkol added two great new tools to the line-up for 
2011. The digital thermometer and hygrometer is very 
useful for determining relative humidity and temperature 
(item #H24616), and the infrared thermometer takes an 
instantaneous temperature reading just by pointing – no 
contact needed (item #H24617).

FLUORO POWDeR CHANGeS
Last year Holmenkol Mid and Wet Powders changed 
formulation and two new race service powders became 
available. The new-formulations of Mid and Wet powders 
are more durable and increase the range for both powders, 
making them work better in newer snow as well as old. 
The new race powders Mid-02 and Mid Silver both require 
very high heat to apply and result in a very hard surface. 
Mid-02 can be good alone in aggressive and fine-grain old 
snow, but we’ve found it most useful to mix in with other 
powders to harden them in the range around freezing to 
-10ºC/14ºF. Mid Silver is for dry snow in the Mid range.

NATURAL WAX
Holmenkol Natural Wax came out last year and we’ve been 
very impressed. Made from biodegradable, renewable 
materials, this wax performs well as a base wax and it 
tests well against racing waxes, beats all other “quick 
application” waxes we’ve tested it against and is easy to 
apply. This is a great option for people who don’t have 
time to wax their skis – use the rub-on or fluid to give you 
a performance boost and protect your skis without having 
to iron something in. It also comes in an iron-in 150g bar.

NeW PACKAGING FOR BASe PARAFFINS
In the housekeeping arena, the size of the smaller packages 
of base waxes Alphamix Yellow, Betamix Red and Ultramix 
Blue changes to 2x35g in order to line up with the sizing of 
the Matrix Racing Paraffins. BNS still has a good quantity 
of 3x35g packages and we are selling them at the same 
price as the new 2x35g packages, so grab those while 
they last. If you have not tried the Holmenkol base waxes, 
you should. Betamix Red and Ultramix Blue are some of 
the best waxes out there, with very broad ranges and great 
performance.

Holmenkol continues to push the limits of development 
and we’re impressed with their ability to develop new 
products yet keep a simple, straightforward program. 
Holmenkol’s performance makes the line a great core for 
a wax kit.

Check out the Holmenkol wax recommendations for major 
international events and how the World Cup Service 
Teams are using the wax at:

http://tinyurl.com/BNS-holmenkol

Cold excellent cold fluoro for a wide variety 
of snow types and conditions. BNS has 
found this to always be one of the best 
cold fluoros on the market on days below 
-6ºC (21ºF). Iron temp of 155ºC–165ºC or 
cork by hand.
Matrix SpeedPowder Cold $130 
Matrix SpeedBlock Cold $99

Mid In the mid-range this is a must have, 
as it is always near the top of our tests. 
Mid excels in the -9ºC to -1ºC (15ºF–30ºF) 
range in all snow types, especially old 
snow. Iron temp of 150ºC–160ºC. Newly 
formulated in 2010–2011.
Matrix SpeedPowder Mid $130  
Matrix SpeedBlock Mid $99

Mid 08 is used in a wide variety of condi-
tions with tremendous success and should 
be a fixture in every wax box. Designed 
for snow that tends toward dry, this wax 
will work in nearly all conditions in the 
mid range and the block goes much colder 
as well. This is a favorite everywhere, but 
especially in the Rockies, Midwest and 
Alaska.
30g Powder $130   
15g Block $99

Wet This powder is good in warming 
conditions from -4ºC (25ºF) on up. Very 
good in the not-quite-saturated snow but 
with significant moisture present which 
makes it unique among wet powders. 
Speedpowder Wet can go lower than its 
published range and it is worth testing 
this powder against mid-range powders as 
it will often outperform them. Iron temp 
of 150ºC–160ºC. Newly formulated in 
2010–2011.
Matrix SpeedPowder Wet $130  
Matrix SpeedBlock Wet $99

SPEEDPOWDER & SPEEDBLOCK PURE FLUORO

Holmenkol uses a patented nano-CFC formula that combines the excellent properties of conventional fluorocarbon 
powders with the physical surface effects of nano composites. The result is a first class coating for your ski base which 
sets new standards in terms of speed, abrasion resistance, range of applications, and ease of use. Blocks use the same 
raw material without the nano coating. These waxes enjoyed a breakout year in the US in the winter of 2010, with 
unparalleled success at all levels. These waxes also use a very simple to understand system, not fancy code names: just 
Cold, Mid, and Wet.

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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hOLMENKOL MATRIx

Holmenkol’s Matrix line is an HF paraffin line unsurpassed in quality in terms of performance and value. Not only is the Matrix line excellent in head to head performance against other 
brands, it is less expensive per gram than almost everything out there, period. When a wax is at or near the top in every test over a year period no matter the conditions and is very 
affordable, it has a place in our wax box. It should have a place in yours too.

Matrix Yellow
Cost per gram and on the snow: this is un-
beatable HF Yellow. Matrix Yellow excels in 
warming temps throughout the day and lower 
humidity than most other yellow HF waxes 
on the market. Used in all snow types. If the 
snow is saturated and the humidity is high, 
Ski*Go HF Yellow tends to outperform Matrix 
Yellow.
2x35g $65 150g $99

Matrix Red
This wax offers unparalleled performance in all 
humidities and snow types. At BNS we hear 
over and over again that this is the best HF in 
the Red range, just put it on and forget it. No 
need to even test. The best part is the price—
the best in the market per gram. Whether you 
are just getting into using HF waxes, or you are 
using them as a base layer you need to have 
Matrix Red as a staple in your wax box.
2x35g $65 150g $99

Matrix Blue
Blue was the number one HF paraffin we used 
last year. It is slightly softer than the green but 
has superior range and performance to nearly 
all other blue HF’s in the market. This wax is 
a proven winner at all levels and a must have 
for any kit.
2x35g $49 150g $80

Matrix Green
Green is a harder wax that works across a 
wide range of humidities, but excels in low 
humidities. It also is very easy to work with, as 
it has a melting point lower than many other 
green waxes.
Blue and Green work very well in dry new 
snow as well as fine-grained and artificial 
snow. They are specially formulated with cor-
rect levels of fluorocarbons and special hard-
ening additives for durability and performance.
2x35g $39 150g $69

Matrix Black Line
Matrix Black contains a special black additive 
that tends to work better than regular Matrix 
in old, dirty, and aggressive snow. The additive 
provides extra shearing ability which helps keep 
the ski cleaner in dirtier older snow. These wax-
es also excel in man-made snow conditions.

Matrix Black/Yellow
One of the very few options for older dirty snow 
in the warmest range of waxes, this wax offers 
superior performance in all humidity ranges.
2x35g $65 150g $99

Matrix Black/Red
Very durable wax for older and aggressive snow 
conditions. Serves a key range for older snow.
2x35g $65 150g $99

Matrix Black/Blue
Works well in all older snow conditions: spring 
snow, corn snow, icy and older snow. A very  
durable wax that is easy to work with and safe 
for bases with a low melting point. Hugely pop-
ular in the Midwest.
2x35g $49 150g $80

NORDIC RACING WAX MATRIXFX

Holmenkol Matrix Green and 
Blue have a lower melting 
temperature than many cold 
waxes, making them much 
easier to apply and safer for ski 
bases!

IRON TeMPS FOR
MATRIX LINe

Green  140–145ºC
Blue  135–140ºC
Red  125ºC
Yellow  115–125ºC
Black/Red 125–135ºC
Black/Yellow 115–125ºC

SPeeDBASe
Speedbase is a revolutionary new concept in racing wax – combining the 
traditional HF wax base layer with pure fluoro powder. The Speedbase 
granules consist of an ultra-high fluorinated wax base with a nano-CFC 
coating. Speedbase provides performance greater than most normal HF 
waxes at a very reasonable price, offering a good option as a final race wax 
for the cost-conscious, and an exceptional base wax for Pure Fluoro powders 
for racers seeking ultimate performance. Can be easily and consistently 
mixed to adjust for conditions. 75g salt-shaker container. 
$75

Speedbase Matrix Cold is for damp to dry, fine- to coarse-grained snow 
-8ºC/18ºF to -20ºC/-4ºF.

Speedbase Matrix Mid is for dry to damp and fine-grained snow -2ºC/28ºF 
to -10ºC/14ºF. We’ve found this to be much better than Matrix Blue and 
Red when the snow is older or very fine. In most other conditions in this 
range, it is about equal to those waxes.

Speedbase Matrix Wet is for moist and wet, new and fine-grained snow 
0ºC/32ºF to -4ºC/27ºF.

SPeeDBASe KIT
SAVe 20% OFF 

ALL THRee!

$180
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Holmenkol Base Wax Hydrocarbon
A simple three wax system for all snow types—there is 
no need to mix these waxes to make them work. Broad 
ranges and durability make these legendary training and 
recreational racing waxes. Available in three sizes and a 
combo pack to cover all of your needs.
2x35g $11 150g $20  6x150g $80

Alpha Mix Yellow
For soft, new, and fine-grained snow. Alphamix is slighty 
harder than other yellows in the market, making it ideal 
for travel waxing and hot scraping.

Beta Mix Red
For all snow types, this wax works well across the entire 
humidity range. A great day-to-day wax for all uses: travel 
wax, cleaning wax, etc. Holmenkol’s most popular wax.

Ultra Mix Blue
For cold weather, specifically old or dry-grained snow. 
Great durability.

Blue
-12 to -4°C
19 to 27°F

Green
-20 to -6°C
-4 to 21°F

Blue extra
-7 to -2°C
21 to 28°F

Blue
Special

-6 to -1°C
21 to 30°F

Base
Kick Wax

Violet
Special

-2 to 0ºC
28 to 32°F

Violet
0ºC / 32°F

Red
-1 to +2°C
30 to 36°F

Yellow
-1 to +4°C
30 to 39°F

Blue
-20 to -3°C
-4 to 27°F

Violet
-4 to +2°C
25 to 36°F

Red
-2 to +3°C
28 to 37°F

Red Special
-2 to 0ºC

28 to 32°F

Universal
-4 to +4°C
25 to 39°F

Silver
-1 to +3°C
30 to 37°F

Black Special
-1 to +10ºC
30 to 50°F

Kick Waxes $9 / Klister $10

“

“Holmenkol kick waxes and klisters offer a solid line of grip waxes comparable 
to Rode. I have had exceptionally good luck with the Base Binder, Blue extra 
and Black Spezial klister.   –Nathan Schultz
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Natural Wax
Holmenkol Natural Wax came out last 
year and we’ve been very impressed. 
Made from biodegradable, renewable 
materials, this wax performs well as 
a base wax and it tests well against 
racing waxes, beats all other “quick 
application” waxes we’ve tested it 
against and is easy to apply. This is a 
great option for people who don’t have 
time to wax their skis – use the rub-on 
or fluid to give you a performance boost 
and protect your skis without having to 
iron something in. It also comes in an 
iron-in 150g bar.

Natural Wax Fluid (100ml) $18
Natural Wax Stick 50g (Rub On) $15
Natural Wax Bar 150g $18

Holmenkol Fluormix White LF Glide Wax
Holmenkol Fluor mix White is low fluoro training/
racing wax for use in all types of damp to wet 
snow, 0ºC to -14ºC. Simple and affordable.
3x35g $25 150g $33

FlashPen Snow Thermometer
Instantly measure snow temperature 
with infrared beam. Just point and 
click! Comes with battery.
24617
$112

Holmenkol Drink Belt
Insulated with a wide mouth 
so your drink stays warm and 
doesn’t freeze around the lid. 
There is a roomy top zippered 
pocket for carrying kick wax, 
energy bars, iPods, etc.

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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TOOLS
At BNS, we spend a lot of time standing in front of wax benches, stone grinders, and out on the trails. In the course 
of our work as professional service people, we discover the tools that make our work a delight. Here are some of 
our favorites. This year we have taken our favorite tools and combined them into a comprehensive kit and of course 
added a discount to the price.

BNS TOOL KIT — OUR FAVORITeS:
Kit Price: $320 Retail Price: $400 Save $80 (20%)

Holmenkol Digital Waxing Iron
Holmenkol 5mm Scraper
Holmenkol Groove Scraper
Ski*Go Nylon Brush
Ski*Go Long Fine Steel Brush
Ski*Go Natural Cork Big - Fluoro

KITS & TOOLS
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HOLMeNKOL MATRIX STARTeR KIT
Holmenkol Matrix Yellow, Red, Blue, Green 70g each
Kit Price: $150 Retail: $218 Save: $68 (31%)

SAVE UP TO 20% OFF 
OUR REGULAR PRICE!

Want to trick out your wax 
box with help from pros who 
can guide you on how best to 
use your limited wax budget? 
Commit to a custom wax kit 
of $500 or more and we will 
consult with you to build the 
ideal setup for you based on 
your location, existing kit, and 
what kind of racing you do.

SKI*GO FLUORO POWDeR KIT
Ski*Go C380, C105, C44, C22
Kit Price: $330 Retail: $417 Save: $87 (21%)

KITS
At BNS, we understand that having the right wax and the right tools makes a big difference. Whether you’re racing 
for 90k or just out for a ski with friends, properly serviced skis are a must. Having a broad range of waxes and the 
right tools in your wax kit ensures that you will have what you need when you need it, and get the job done right 
with the least amount of effort.

To help you determine what will be most helpful in your wax box, BNS offers both custom wax consultations as well 
as standard kits made up of our favorite waxes and tools.

WAX CONSULTATIONS The best way to round out your wax box! Speak directly with BNS wax experts to build 
a setup specifically for your needs. Our wax gurus have worked as wax techs at the very highest levels of the 
sport and will help you build your ideal setup based on what kind of skiing you do, your existing kit, location and 
budget. Custom kits are a minimum of $500 and include a 10% discount on all wax and ski-service products. 
Spend $1000 and receive a 15% discount; spend $1500 or more and get 20% off. Custom kit discounts cannot 
be combined with any other offers, discounts or team pricing.

STANDARD KITS These kits are a great foundation for building a wax box. We assembled these kits on our 
cumulative “must haves” list. everything in these kits is sure to pass muster because only items that all of our wax 
experts agreed to be vital were included.

SKI*GO OPTIMIZeR KIT
Blocks: C105, C44 Liquids: C44, C22
Kit Price: $380 Retail: $485 Save: $125 (22%)

HOLMeNKOL FLUORO STARTeR KIT
Holmenkol SpeedPowder Mid & Wet
Holmenkol Speedblock Mid & Wet
Kit Price: $338 Retail: $458 Save: $120 (26%)

Be sure to check out the individual 
magazine spreads on Holmenkol 
and Ski*Go for a look at addi-
tional tools. Also, bouldernordic.
com has a comprehensive listing 
of tools from Holmenkol, Ski*Go, 
Swix, and Toko along with a library 
of information and videos demon-
strating wax application, ski prep, 
stone grinding and more. 
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Digital Racing Waxer
Professional waxing iron with digital tem-
perature display and electronic tempera-
ture control.  160ºC maximum.
110V 24423
230V 24422
$195

Nano CFC Cleaner
Special Glide Zone Cleaner that dissolves 
Fluoro and cleans dirt while preserv-
ing the paraffin wax base. essential for 
anyone using fluorinated wax products to 
refresh and thoroughly clean glide zones. 
24418 100ml $20
24419 500ml $60

5mm Scraper
Professional plastic scraper. Also avail-
able in 3mm version.
20631 $7

Pro Groove Scraper
Professional groove scraper made from 
aluminum. Different diameters work with 
all XC ski grooves. An excellent tool!
20638 $30

Iron Cover
Protect the most important tool you have 
with a heat-resistant, padded cover.
24425 $24

Digital Thermometer/Hygrometer
quickly determine temperature and rela-
tive humidity with this tool to give you 
the data you need to make the right wax 
choice. 24616 $112

Snow / Air Thermometer
Don’t be caught without this on race day. 
Range -30ºC to +50ºC
20731 $15

Scraper Sharpener Pro
The best scraper 
sharpener on the planet! 
Bench-mounted profes-
sional scraper sharpener 
with 4-sided steel blade. 
Keeps plastic scrap-
ers square and sharp. 
Includes clamp. 4-sided 
replacement blades 
available.
20632 $70

Replacement blade
20556 $15

Oval Steel Micro Finish Brush
Ultrafine steel brush for complete        
removal of excess wax from the base. 
The ultimate in brushes for the pro and 
the up-and-coming wax tech. Oval de-
sign maximizes bristle contact to the ski, 
thus completing the job quicker.
24523 $90

Oval Nylon Brush
Universal ski base brush for polishing. 
Professional oval design.
24530 $35

Oval Horsehair Brush
Natural ski base brush for preparation of 
speed products. Professional oval design.
24533 $35

Oval Steel Brush
Very effective tool for cleaning the ski 
base before waxing and for brushing off 
paraffin waxes. De-tuning recommended.
24522 $75

Base Brush Steel Micro Finish
Ultrafine steel brush for complete 
removal of excess wax from the base. A 
must-have in racing to do quick, effective  
brush work.
24503 $50

Base Brush Horsehair
Natural ski base brush for glide waxes.
24513 $15

Wax Remover/Cleaner
For removal of kick wax, oil, grease and 
resin from the ski base. See 24419 
nano-CFC cleaner for regular glide zone 
maintenance.
20421 500ml $18
20422 1L $28
Ground shipping only.

Service Box Big
Large wax box with full assortment of
drawers. The best way to transport your
tools and wax materials. Lockable.
20703 $150
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Waxing Table Pro Including Bag
Portable wax table straight from the WC. 
With vertical ski supports, adjustable 
height and extensions. Comes with bag.
20720 $200

Nordic Waxing Spanner
Very portable 3-piece vice set. Ideal for 
the beginner waxer or as a travel setup.
24430 $99

Waxing Profile
Waxing profile with catch to be fixed on table or workbench.
Ajustable length for skis from 160cm to 210cm.
24444 $200

Race Waxing Table
Highly valued and functional waxing ta-
ble made of aluminim and stainless steel 
in a handy bag. For one or two workers. 
Does not include profiles. 24443 $750

Synthetic Cork
Great for smoothing kick wax.
20646 $5

Bottle Bag 1 Liter
1 liter drink belt with large pocket on 
top. Nice for keeping liquids cool or 
warm, top pocket excellent for carrying 
kick waxes, car keys, etc.
20967 $40

Cross Structure Tool
Outstandingly effective structure tool 
with two rollers for cross pattern struc-
ture. This tool wins more structure tests 
than any single tool we have. Use one 
roller for colder glazing conditions, or 
both rollers for wet conditions.
24485 $120

Roto Speed Cork
Ideal for use on all fluoro applications. 
For use with SpeedStick (20685).
20673 $50

Roto Speed Brush Fiber
All around brush for glide wax brushing. 
For use with SpeedStick (20685).
20670 $50

Roto Speed Brush Nylon
Great in all steps of the roto brush pro-
cess, particularly used in finishing. For 
use with SpeedStick (20685).
20671 $50

Roto Speed Brush Horsehair
Horsehair roto brush for glide wax brush-
ing. For use with SpeedStick (20685).
20672 $50

Roto Speed Fleece
Amazing roto fleece for finish brushing 
and polishing on fluoro applications. For 
use with SpeedStick (20685).
20688 $60

SpeedStick Pro II 120mm
Roto brushing handle. Single click quick-
change mechanism. High quality full
metal version.
20685 $55

SpeedShield Pro II 120mm
Roto brushing protective shield to 
keep wax particles and dust from fly-
ing around. For use with SpeedStick 
(20685).
20686 $40

Apron
Use what the pros do! World Cup apron 
with many practical pockets.
20750 $19
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We met with Ski*Go owner Christer Majbeck 
in europe over the summer to review new 
products and our relationship with the company. 

The biggest thing that stuck in our heads coming away 
from the meeting: passion. Christer, who owns and runs 
Ski*Go’s worldwide operations has incredible passion for 
his products and the sport of skiing. His eyes lit up as he 
told us of this year’s new products and the development 
process. This passion shows through in every aspect of the 
Ski*Go line. 

Ski*Go is not about flash—it is about great product 
and making the sport accessible by offering great 
prices. For Christer, who won multiple medals at World 
Championships in the 1980s and 1990s, product quality 
takes priority over marketing. Majbeck is an active part 
of his development team of chemists; constantly working 
on and refining new products. He is also on the team of 
servicemen that test his products worldwide in every snow 
condition. Christer travels to World Cups and races such 
as the Vasaloppet to provide service. His involvement at 
every level ensures that Ski*Go remains one of the top wax 
lines in the world.

Christer is not happy to merely have a good product, he 
wants every Ski*Go item to be the best. The company 
has at least doubled in size nearly every year since he 
purchased it, thanks to this commitment. Christer’s 
dedication to quality produces results. As an example, 
Ski*Go was the number one pure fluoro line in the US 
at the last two US National Championships. Perhaps the 
biggest testament to Ski*Go is that it was re-introduced to 
the US market only eight years ago and is now among the 
most popular waxes in the country.

Most wax companies use a temperature rating system to 
define their wax lines. While this keeps things relatively 
simple, it has flaws. When waxes were less sophisticated, 
the temperature system described things pretty well, but as 
modern knowledge and technology advance, snow type is 
becoming at least as important as temperature in creating 
fast waxes. New snow is defined by sharp crystals and is 
vastly different than older snow and its rounded crystals. 
Manmade snow acts nothing like natural snow, yet most 
wax companies do not distinguish the two. Ski*Go’s 
approach is much more accurate and easy to use. every 
Ski*Go package lists snow type as a defining characteristic 
in unison with temperature. All you need to do is determine 
the snow type, cross-reference the temperature, and you 
are guaranteed to pick the winning wax each time. 

Ski*Go HF kick waxes are legendary in their performance. 
Ski*Go uses a proprietary formulation to give these a 
broader range than any other kick waxes. At BNS, we 
often recommend that customers buy the four waxes in 

the Ski*Go HF kick line as their primary everyday and 
race kick waxes. This simplifies the process of picking a 
wax and ensures that you always have great performance 
and durability. While the HF line is slightly more expensive 
than regular kick wax per-unit, this line will save you 
money in the long run since there are only 4 waxes in the 
line, compared to 10+ in most other lines. 

In the klister realm, Ski*Go uses that same special 
formulation to make two outstanding HF klisters: Violet 
and Yellow. These klisters offer the same legendary 
positive kick and free release of the HF kick line. They are 
equally outstanding used alone or combined in a 1:1 ratio 
in variable track conditions. 

The most underrated Ski*Go products are the regular line 
of kick waxes. These XC kick waxes have excellent ranges 
and are among the least expensive kick waxes available. 
In the 2010–2011 season, we saw many races won with 
this regular line of kick waxes. The highlights are: the 
versatility of the Red, Orange and Yellow to perform in 
the tough, around-freezing, variable conditions; and the 
amazing grip and glide combo of the XC Green.

Ski*Go has worked very hard to create nature friendly, 
bio-degradable products. One such success story is the 
Ski*Go wax remover. This product is environmentally 
friendly, odorless and easy to use. The unique formulation 
also allows you take it with you when flying to races, unlike 
other wax removers that use harsh solvents banned from 
aircraft. 

Ski*Go is not just about having incredible wax, though. 
Majbeck has pushed hard to develop a glove line to rival 
any other. While there has been very little distribution in 
the USA previously, BNS has made a commitment to bring 
this great product line starting this year. Ski*Go gloves use 
the highest quality materials, with unique designs and 
men’s- and women’s-specific models. Ski*Go’s new line 
was developed with and is endorsed by Petter Northug.

Boulder Nordic Sport is a small company that strives to 
provide World Cup service for everyone—at a reasonable 
price. Ski*Go is a small company that believes in providing 
World Cup products for skiers around the world. Both 
companies are run by skiers whose greatest interest 
is helping other skiers get the most out of their skiing 
experience. The similarity in both companies’ philosophies 
is another reason we believe so strongly in Ski*Go’s 
product.

We hope you enjoy Ski*Go as much as we do. As always, 
please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions!
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WAX ReMOVeR 250ML
environmentally friendly, odor-
less, fastest to biodegrade wax 
remover on the market. We care 
about the environment, but we 
also love this for it’s ease of use. 
Due to it’s unique formulation 
you can also fly with this wax   
remover, unlike most.
68004 $14

WAX ReMOVeR 1000ML
Same great stuff in a bigger  
bottle.
68007 $30

NATURAL CORK SMALL
Very dense natural cork for all-
around use. equally versatile with 
kick wax and fluoro applications, 
we recommend the big version 
for applying blocks and liquids 
and the smaller version for kick 
waxes.
68150 $4

KICKWAX SCRAPeR
The simplest tool that no one had 
ever thought of! A great tool for 
cleaning the kick zones of clas-
sic skis. Small and effective, this 
scraper has beveled ends for 
cleaning kick wax or klister ef-
fectively. A must have for every 
classic skier or coach.
68341 $6

FIBeRLeNe 40M
Anyone who has ever waxed skis 
knows the necessity of Fiberlene! 
equally effective as a lint free 
way to apply wax remover to your 
skis or as a polisher and cleaner, 
Ski*Go Fiberlene is the standard 
on the market.
68330 $14
Also in 20m $8

SKI*GO KICK WAxING ACCESSORIES
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ThAT SKI*GO MOMENT
BY NATHAN SCHULTZ

I began using SkiGo products toward the end of my 
racing career in 2005. At a race in 2006, I ended 
up pulling out some Ski*Go C44 since my standby 
waxes weren’t producing stellar results in the dirty, 
old snow. That was my first race where I had the 
“ah-ah!” Ski*Go moment. After only a few hundred 
meters, it was clear that the C44 was so superior to 
anything else, I had a clear advantage over the rest 
of the field.

At the Snow Mountain Stampede in 2010, I waxed 
my skis and some clients’ skis with Ski*Go C44 
powder. Out of the start I went to the front of the pack 
so I could slow the pace and get a warm-up in. I knew 
it was another Ski*Go day when I realized that I had 
dropped nearly the entire field after one kilometer, 
except for three of the guys whose skis I had waxed 
with C44 and one other racer. That day my skis won 
the race for me. By six minutes. 

A few days later I was waxing for The University of 
Denver at the NCAA Championships. On the morning 
of the skate race, I tested one Ski*Go liquid topcoat 
against 7 fluoro blocks. When I stepped on the skis 
with Ski*Go liquid, I immediately stopped my test 
after one run—the skis were that much faster. As 
the racers came through the first lap, the DU women 
were skating easily without poles, trying not to run 
over the other ladies. They placed 1st, 7th and 11th, 
and raved about the skis afterwards.

My biggest Ski*Go moment of 2011 was at the World 
Masters. I waxed skis for clients from 6am until five 
minutes before the start of my 45km race. With the 
sun coming out and knowing that it would only get 
better, I applied a C22 liquid topcoat and ran to the 
start. Starting at the back of the pack, I moved up to 
about 20th place through the opening 200m before 
going down a very slight, gradual hill. I got into a 
tuck, glided to the front and dropped the pack. I 
looked back and saw the two skiers whose skis I had 
waxed right behind me. One of them was laughing 
hysterically and shouting “I think you nailed the wax!”

These stories are not exaggerations. If you have 
Ski*Go powders, blocks and liquids in your wax kit, 
the day will come when you will be truly astounded.
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HF YeLLOW
+4ºC to 0ºC (39ºF to 32ºF) For all snow 
conditions. Wet conditions above freezing 
before moving to klister or for covering 
klister. These conditions perplex even the 
best techs in the world, but this wax often 
solves the problem. Very good grip and 
glide when no other kick waxes work. 
$25

HF ReD
+1ºC to -3ºC (34ºF to 27ºF) For all snow 
types. Positive grip and excellent glide in 
the transition range where waxing can 
become a nightmare. This wax has saved 
many a day when waxing gets tough.
$25

HF VIOLeT
-2ºC to -15ºC (28ºF to 5ºF) For newer 
snow and fine crystal snow. Works well in 
all humidities. If temperatures are below 
freezing and new or untransformed snow 
is present, this wax is your choice, no 
need to even test.
$25

HF BLUe
-1ºC to -20ºC (30ºF to -4ºF) For all 
snow types except new snow. Provides 
a soft and distinct grip across its entire 
temperature range. If temperatures are 
below freezing and the snow is old or 
transformed, this is the choice for top 
performance.
$25

hF KICK WAxES
We feel we can say that these are the best kick 
waxes in the world! With unbelievable ranges, 
great durability, firm kick and amazing glide, 
Ski*Go HF kickers continue to impress our 
customers and frankly, us. Most wax companies 
make eight to ten waxes to cover the range that 
Ski*Go does in these four amazing products. 
every kick box should start with one of each 
and then build from there. While the cost is 
slightly more than a normal kicker, the overall 
cost to cover the same range of temperatures 
is actually less. Ski*Go differentiates between 
new and old snow to make the choice easy to 
have great skis.

Temperature New snow Coarse snow / ice
 +10 °C +50 °F Violet XC Klister as a base + Orange XC Klister alt. Yellow HF 

Klister
Violet XC Klister as a base + Orange XC Klister mixed with Silver 

XC Klister alt. Yellow HF Klister

 +5 °C +41 °F See above See above

 +2 °C +36 °F HF yellow alt. Violet XC Klister as a base (thin) + Universal XC 
Klister alt. Orange XC

Violet XC Klister as a base + Red XC Klister
alt. Violet HF Klister alt. HF Yellow

 0 °C +32 °F Blue XC ironed as a base + Orange LF
(Orange XC cushion in pocket)

Violet XC Klister as a base + Red HF
alt. Violet HF Klister

 -1 °C +30 °F Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet LF or Red XC Blue XC Klister as a base (thin) + HF blue alt. Violet HF Klister

 -2 °C +28 °F See above Blue Klister as a base (thin) + HF blue alt. Violet HF Klister

 -3 °C +26 °F Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF or Red XC mixed with 
Blue XC Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF

 -5 °C +23 °F Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF alt. Violet XC Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF alt. Blue XC

 -8 °C +18 °F Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF See above

 -12 °C +10 °F Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF alt. Green XC Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF

 -15 °C +5 °F Green XC Basewax ironed as a base + Green XC, alternatively Blue HF

xC KICK WAxES

XC YeLLOW
Another BNS favorite that is amazing in coarse snow moving 
towards klister. Also works well in new, falling wet snow. $10

XC ORANGe
A life saver! This wax exceeds others in the variable range around 
freezing when waxing is the toughest. A BNS favorite. $10

XC ReD 
Great at freezing or just below in all snow conditions. Also 
performs well improving the grip of blue when applied just ahead 
of the binding. $10

XC VIOLeT
A wide ranging violet that works well in all snow types. Soft, 
distinctive grip in all conditions. $10

XC BLUe
Very durable traditional blue kickwax that excels in coarse snow. 
Can be ironed in as a binder under warmer waxes or used as 
cover over warmer waxes towards 0ºC/32ºF. $10

XC GReeN
All snow types in all conditions. XC Green is a BNS favorite 
used alone in cold conditions or as a cover layer on top of other 
kickwaxes in colder, penetrating snow. Add this to a set of the HF 
kickwaxes and you will be covered in all conditions! $10

BASe BINDeR
For abrasive snow conditions, base binder helps regular waxes 
adhere to the kick zone longer. $10

LF KICK WAxES

Ski*Go makes two LF Kick waxes that use a 
fluoro content ideal for specific conditions.

LF ORANGe
A great wax in the transition area around 
freezing when snow is either wet or dirty. This 
wax resists water and dirt very effectively. $12

LF VIOLeT
A key range of 32ºF down to 20ºF. This range 
makes it a great choice many days of the 
winter. LF violet also resists dirt well and works 
great in drier snow with a very positive kick 
and excellent glide. $12
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LONG FINe STeeL BRUSH
Our favorite steel brush! Very fine bristles penetrate the 
structure to get excess wax out. Used as a first or sec-
ond brush for all waxes. Long bristles for ease of use and     
better feel on the ski.
68309 $50

NYLON SKI BRUSH
A very nice all around nylon brush. The stiff bristles make 
it ideal for polishing or as a universal brush. At BNS we 
like to use this brush as our last step on all wax jobs.
68308 $17

NATURAL CORK BIG
A BNS Favorite! This large natural cork is great for corking 
fluoros of all types. Does the job in half the time of other 
natural corks.
68151 $7

SCRAPeR 5MM PLASTIC
A very nice 5mm scraper with a cutout corner for working 
on edges of skis as well.
68201 $7

GROOVe SCRAPeR PLASTIC
A very nice groove scraper with multiple angles and sizes 
for cleaning any type of groove.
68340 $5

WAX IRON
Great wax iron for the beginner waxer or someone on a 
tight budget. Dial temperature setting for easy use and 
lightweight for easy packing.
68353 $55
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SKI*GO LF AND xC GRAPhITE 
GLIDE WAx

Graphite is used for multiple reasons, but there seems to 
be confusion about why. There are two basic reasons for 
using a graphite underlayer when waxing:

1. Graphite provides a first layer that helps to harden the 
base making waxes more durable. In many conditions, 
especially 20ºF and lower, a harder base will increase wax 
durability, reduce the drag coefficient on the snow and 
make for faster skis.

2. Graphite provides maximum dirt resistance. When a ski 
or wax picks up dirt it slows down drastically and quickly.

Not all graphites are created equal. The reason we sell 
so much Ski*Go XC and LF Graphite is because it is a 
very hard Graphite. The harder the graphite, the better for 
keeping the base hard and the ski clean. At BNS, we love 
Ski*Go Graphite because it is the hardest on the market 
and yet very affordable.

One question we get often is: “does Molybdenum or Moly 
do the same thing as Graphite?” The answer is that they 
both work very similarly. The issue with the Moly waxes 
is that most are significantly softer than Ski*Go Graphite. 
This takes us back to hardening the bases and keeping 
them clean—the harder the wax, the better.

Over the last four years, we have run countless tests on 
wax and the overwhelming majority show that having 
Ski*Go Graphite as a first layer will make your race wax 
faster and more durable. LF Graphite is a staple underlayer, 
especially for longer races. We can safely say that buying 
Ski*Go LF Graphite is an investment you need to make; no 
matter what your race goals are for the year. 

The difference between the Ski*Go XC Graphite and LF 
Graphite is simply that there are fluoros added to the LF. 
This helps to make the wax faster and more durable. While 
we recommend both, the LF Graphite is the choice for top 
performance.
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FLUIDS VS POWDERS VS SOLIDS

Pure fluorocarbon technology has evolved to the point that 
we now have three distinct types of pure fluorocarbon 
waxes. There is some misinformation and general confusion 
when it comes to when/how to use these waxes. As a 
general rule, fluids are faster in transformed snow with few 
exceptions. quite often, fluids also are used as topcoats on 
top of powders in transformed snow to increase initial glide 
speed, dirt resistance, and durability. 

Powders will work in all conditions, but as a general rule 
they are the absolute best choice in newer snow that has 
not transformed. Powders are ironed in so they will always 
be your best option when durability is key. 

Solids are great choices in most snow types and for shorter 
events such as sprints. Solids are also ideal for applying on 
top of powders or fluids as topcoats to increase durability, 
initial speed and additional dirt repulsion. Often, solids are 
applied by hand in multiple layers.

SKI*GO COLD POWDERS

C380 -7ºC to -20ºC
Synthetic glide powder that is excellent in a varying range 
of conditions from harsh new snow to older icy snow. Ideal 
in humidities below 60%. This powder is legendary as a 
top layer or mixed 1:1 with LF or HF Green. We have found 
that C380 will really speed up green waxes from most 
companies in a wide range of conditions. Most importantly, 
it is extremely easy to iron on the ski, making it very easy 
to use. Iron Temp 150ºC.
$30

P16 -4ºC to -25ºC
Synthetic glide powder that works 
well in aggressive or artificial 
snow where the humidity is above 
65%. exceptionally hard powder 
yet easy to iron into the ski, P16 
works well as a stand-alone layer 
or mixed with other waxes to 
harden them up.
$44

60g $10
200g $25

60g $25
200g $65

“

“

SKI*GO DOUBLe WAX BeNCH WITH LeGS
This bench has the same features as the Single Wax Bench below 
but with two working positions. The profiles operate independently 
and are adjustable so skis can be of different lengths. Skis can be 
different lengths because each profile is independently adjustable. 
This bench is heavier and a bit wider than the single, but a bit 
shorter so it is still portable if necessary. Ideal for teams and 
families. 
$210 

SKI*GO SINGLe WAX BeNCH WITH LeGS
This is a great portable ski bench with legs that fold and lock 
securely when in transport. The profile is adjustable to configure 
the bench for different lengths of skis. each profile loop has 
a rubber top to help keep the ski steady. The adjustable center 
mount locking piece fits into either NNN or Salomon bindings. The 
profile loops are aluminum with frame made of steel. This profile is 
lightweight, yet heavy enough to be solid when working on a ski. 
$145

Nathan, 

Thanks a lot for the ski prep help at the world master’s 45k 
this year. Your method of base layer testing and then top 
coat worked great for me. I knew in the first km it was going 
to be a good day. Thanks!

 -Kent
 World Masters Champion 45km Skate on C22
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APPLICATION OF SKI*GO 
BLOCKS

1. Crayon onto the ski. 
2. Roto- or hand-cork into base using the large 
natural cork. 
3. Let sit for five minutes. 
4. Brush out with white nylon brush.

IMPORTANT NOTe* it is possible to iron in 
blocks instead of corking for added durability. 
Iron temp 155ºC. BNS recommends also 
putting an optimizing layer on top of ironed 
applications with hand corking for better initial 
speed. See top coats, page 19-20 for more 
information on application of blocks.

SKI*GO FLUID APPLICATION

The difference between a liquid fluoro that wins the 
race and one that wears off in less than a kilometer 
is application. In the hundreds of Ski*Go fluid fluoro 
tests we’ve run, a tried and true application method 
has emerged that delivers optimum speed and 
durability. Ski*Go fluids will easily last 20k or more 
if applied correctly; they are the most durable of all 
liquid fluorocarbons. Simply follow these easy steps for 
a great experience with Ski*Go fluids:
1. Saturate the application sponge and apply on the 
ski. 
2. Let dry for a minimum three to five minutes (up to 
20 if you have time). 
3. Hand- or roto-cork with natural cork. 
4. Let sit for ten to fifteen minutes. 
5. Brush aggressively with white nylon brush. 
It is also possible to iron Ski*Go fluids, though it is 
only recommended for people with experience ironing 
 fluoros. To iron, apply liquid fluoro, then iron at 150ºC 
in a single, quick pass of 5–7 seconds. Do not be 
alarmed that it will sound as if the fluid is “boiling” on 
the ski. This is normal and the base is not being dam-
aged. Let the ski sit for ten to fifteen minutes and then 
brush aggressively with white nylon brush. 

C22
+15ºC to -2ºC Unbeatable in any wet condition, especially above 
freezing, but also in to the mid 20s (F) in all snow types. You must 
have this in your box if you live anywhere that gets above freezing or 
has wet snow conditions. C22 liquid produces astoundingly fast skis 
for us at least two or three times per season.
$130

C44/C107
+2ºC to -9ºC Very good in transformed snow conditions varying from 
saturated to ice. A must have for every serious racer.
$130

C55/99
-2ºC to -10ºC C55/99 is a liquid that performs well in new/fresh snow 
but also needs to be tested in icy and variable conditions. This wax 
had a coming out party with a 2011 US National Championship title 
in Rumford, Me. When this wax is best, there is nothing anywhere that 
will touch its top-end speed and feel on the snow.
$130

C105
-4ºC to -15ºC This works well in older transformed snow or extremely 
fine-grained snow. Contains graphite.
$130

SKI*GO POWDERS

Ski*Go pure fluorocarbon powders don't have excit-
ing names, but they are so good, you are bound to 
have a day where they give you the best skis you've 
ever had. Take note of the three Ski*Go fluoro pow-
ders. They are the best of the industry and definitely 
on the must-have list.

SKI*GO SOLID BLOCKS

Ski*Go solid fluoros are ideal as an optimizing topcoat, 
for a sprint race, or as a budget fluoro choice. Application 
is simple and easy, no matter what method you choose.

C22 BLOCK
+20ºC to -4ºC All snow types. C22 block is nearly a universal topcoat 
due to its amazing range and speed benefits. This block will dominate 
in wet snow near or above 0ºC/32ºF, but also in many conditions below 
its listed range. Due to the hardness and versatility of this wax, it can 
be used in all snow types down to -22ºC! In the coldest conditions, 
test against C105 block. Your pure fluoro wax box should start with 
this wax!
$115

C44 BLOCK
+3ºC to -9ºC Older, grainy snow below 0ºC (32ºF), and newer, wet 
snow at 0ºC and above. Very good for old snow down to -9ºC, ex-
tremely fast, test against 105 block. In new and wet snow at or just 
above 0ºC it is worth testing against C22 solid.
$115

C105 BLOCK
+1ºC to -20ºC All snow types. We like this block as a cover in nearly 
all conditions below freezing. C105 almost never slows the ski down, 
and the majority of the time it really enhances the speed and feel of 
the ski. Test against C44 when close to 0ºC and older snow conditions.
$115

C22 POWDeR
+22ºC to +1ºC All snow types. The #1 warm snow powder in the 
world. When the snow is wet and saturated C22 is always the choice 
with no need to even test. Very durable. Iron Temp: 170–180ºC $130

C44/7 POWDeR
+1ºC to -14ºC This is an improved version of the famous C44 powder. 
The new formulation is more versatile and works well in all snow but 
tends to excel in grainy and older snow. This powder is a favorite both 
for its range and pure speed in a wide variety of conditions. There are 
conditions where C44/7 will blow doors off of everything else out there. 
Iron Temp 170ºC $130

C105 POWDeR
+1ºC to -15ºC All snow types. This is quite possibly the most versa-
tile powder in the world. BNS has sold out of C105 every year that 
we have carried Ski*Go, no matter how much we order. It works in 
all snow types and is the cure for slow skis in the conditions below 
0ºC/32ºF. No wax box is complete without this proven winner! Iron 
Temp 150-160ºC $130

SKI*GO FLUIDS

Ski*Go makes the best fluid fluorocarbons on 
the market, hands down. They are very easy to 
apply, extremely durable and fast in their specified 
conditions. To clarify what would be the best 
choice for you, here are descriptions of each liquid. 
As always, please call us if you need additional 
help deciding which ones are right for you.

SKI*GO CM10
Ski*Go CM10 is the latest development for Ski*Go 
in their legendary pure fluoro lineup. CM10 is a 
solid that is extremely good in a wide range of 
conditions from +20ºC/68ºF to -2ºC/28ºF. Made 
for granular or old snow, CM10 goes on the ski 
very easily and can be roto corked, hand corked, 
or ironed in (160ºC). For distances over 5km 
BNS recommends ironing CM10 for durability. 
Brush with white nylon. 

NOTe* CM10 is a 30g solid, so it is larger than 
the standard 20g size of most other solids.
 
63000 $180
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We love the Ski*Go HF Glide Wax Program. Ski*Go 
addresses the snow type first and then deals with 
temperature. While this concept is foreign to many, it 
absolutely makes sense…all snow is not created equal. 
BNS experts are always available to help explain the line 
and help you find exactly what you need.

HF YeLLOW
+20ºC to -1ºC For all snow types. The best wet snow/
warm weather HF wax on earth! BNS has complete 
confidence in saying that when you get into saturated, wet 
conditions you don’t even need to test, Ski*Go HF Yellow 
is the winner. evolved from the old C242 formulation, this 
wax has been a proven winner for over 30 years. Does 
not pick up as much dirt as other HF’s in this range. Iron 
Temp: 125ºC

HF ORANGe
+1ºC to -5ºC For all snow types. For humidity above 60%, 
around and just under 0ºC. excels in wet, falling snow and 
snow that is rapidly warming. Iron Temp: 125ºC

HF ReD
+1ºC to -5ºC For artificial or grainy snow. Specialty wax 
made to outperform all others in manmade snow, but 
is great in grainy snow as well. extremely durable. Iron 
Temp: 130ºC

HF VIOLeT
 -1ºC to -12ºC For old or aggressive snow. HF violet is a 
compliment to HF Blue in older or aggressive snow. With 
a huge range, this wax covers several waxes from other 
brands making it a tremendous value. Possibly the most 
durable HF wax on the market, ideal for marathon racing. 
At BNS we sometimes mix it into other waxes to increase 
durability. If the snow is transformed, this wax is a winner. 
Iron Temp: 145ºC

HF BLUe
 -3ºC to -10ºC For new snow. This wax is amazing in any 
new snow or snow that has not transformed! Covering a 
wide range, it is an easy choice to make in below-freezing, 
untransformed snow. Very durable and unbeatable in new 
snow conditions. A compliment to HF Violet for new snow. 
Iron Temp: 130ºC

HF GReeN
-7ºC to -20ºC For all snow types. If humidity is greater 
than 50% and it is cold, this is the best HF green wax on 
the market. Many races have been won with HF Green 
mixed 1:1 with C380 Cold Powder. When humidity is 
below 50%, Holmenkol Matrix Green is a better choice. 
Iron Temp: 145ºC 50 g
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Low fluoro glide waxes for humidity between 50% and 75%. 
Apply with a wax iron (recommended temperature on package). 
For racing and training. 60g and 200g packages.

Ski*Go LF Blue is your best option for travel and prep wax!

A series of regular glide waxes for all temperatures and snow 
types. For humidity between 0% and 100%. Apply with a wax 
iron (recommended temperature on package). 60g and 200g 
packages.

Wax Snow type Temp C / F

yellow HF LF XC all +20..-1 / +68..+30

orange HF LF XC new to older +1..-5 / +34..+23

red HF LF XC granular, artificial +1..-5 / +34..+23

violet HF LF XC older, aggressive -1..-12 / +30..+10

blue HF LF XC new snow  -3..-10 / +27..+14

green HF LF XC all  -7..-20 / +19..-4

graphite LF XC all all

SKI*GO hF WAxES

Ski*Go’s HF waxes make it simple. 
It is as much about snow type as it is 
temperature. Luckily the Ski*Go HF waxes 
cover the range of several waxes from other 
companies, making it an easy line to use. 
If it’s very cold, use HF Green. In below 
freezing and new snow conditions down 
to -10ºC or so, use HF Blue. For the same 
conditions but older transformed snow, use 
HF Violet. For artificial snow, use HF Red. 
For 0ºC and just under in wet snow, use 
HF Orange. In conditions of saturated snow 
from 0ºC and above, use HF Yellow.

SKI*GO LF WAxES

SKI*GO xC WAxES

Ski*Go HF
50g $70
200g $175

Ski*Go LF
60g $25
200g $65

Ski*Go XC
60g $10
200g $25



Nowhere does the history, tradition, and continued dedication to skiing run deeper than in the vast, snow-covered expanses of 

Norway. That rich heritage has fed Norwegian-born Madshus since its founding in 1906 - today the world’s oldest ski manufactu-

rer. Much has changed in the century-plus since Martin Madshus fi rst emblazoned selected trees with the M of the Madshus axe. But 

today, as it was then, Madshus remains anchored to the deep roots of Norwegian ski culture. 

For the employees, athletes, and ambassadors of Madshus, our drive for innovation and dedication has been inseperably intert-

wined with the culture in Norway, the cradle of skiing. The end result is a focus on craftsmanship with skis, boots, and poles that 

brings together the highest-quality materials and the most thorough testing for the world-class athlete and end consumer.

For more information on Madshus products and news, visit: MADSHUS.COM

FROM 
THE 
CRADLE 
OF 
SKIING

Nanosonic Carbon Skate Ski Nano SKC Boot Nano Carbon Race 
100 UHM Pole

Photos: Vegard Breie
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HF OLYMPICO YeLLOW This is one of the few 
waxes that can give Ski*Go HF Yellow a run when 
the snow is wet and above 0ºC/32ºF. Harder than 
most yellow HF waxes, it repels dirt extremely well, 
giving great long-term performance in dirty, sloppy 
conditions. Use over RCF Graphite for a winning 
combo.
$75

TK-72 PURe FLUORO BLOCK TK-72 is an 
excellent choice for colder, variable conditions as it is 
one of the few fluoro blocks that almost never slows 
a ski down. TK-72 may not always win tests in its 
range of 0ºC to -18ºC, but it will often still be the 
best choice to go fastest over the entire race course 
because it handles so many different conditions well.
$121

TK-244 PURe FLUORO BLOCK TK-244 
is suitable for all snow types and a wide range of 
conditions. TK-244’s peak performance is in humid 
conditions above 55%, but also performs well in 
coarse and wet snow conditions. A proven World Cup 
winner!
$121

TK-50 PURe FLUORO POWDeR TK-50 performs 
very well in warm, wet snow especially with coarse 
crystals above 0ºC. Works well in dirty snow.
$145

HYDReX LIqUID FLUORO AND KICK ZONe 
TReATMeNT Hydrex is a unique product that works 
well as a liquid fluoro glide layer in wet, coarse snow 
at +3ºC to -3ºC but is also a secret weapon in your 
classic wax kit. Hydrex is one of the best covers for 
grip wax and hairies that we know of at BNS. It 
works in all temperatures to speed up the kick wax 
and prevent icing. This is an amazing product and it 
comes in a squeeze bottle so you don’t waste any at 
the wax bench.
$85

RCF GRAPHITe Rex RCF Graphite is one of our 
favorite base layers because of its durability and 
ability to repel dirt. 200g
$30

GALLIUM
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REx GLIDE WAx & FLUOROS
Rex is a lesser-known Finnish wax with some real winners in its lineup. We stock the pieces of the Rex line that are a great addition to 
any wax box. These waxes have excelled at the highest levels of competition and we’ve had them run well in europe and North America.

ReX KLISTeRS are proven winners despite being relatively 
unknown in North America. They are a favorite among the 
best wax technicians in the world due to their durability 
and positive grip in all conditions. 55ml
$15

GALLIUM GIGASPeeD POWDeR
30g $300
GS1301 WeT -2ºC/28ºF to +10ºC/50ºF 30g
GS1201 MOIST -10ºC/14ºF to -1ºC/30ºF 30g
GS1101 DRY -20ºC/-4ºF to -9ºC/18ºF 20g

_GALLIUM WAX first came to my attention at the Liberec World Championships 
in 2009. I was testing glide waxes and after finishing a run in the speed trap, I 
came in with my test fleet and reported the results. The wax guys were applying 

topcoats for me to test and they pulled out this weird container wrapped in tape and 
dabbed some liquid from it onto one pair of test skis. It was almost race time, so I 
headed out onto the race course with four topcoats to test by feel. I stepped on one of 
the skis and it was so much faster than everything else I could tell it was going to win 
the test before the ski even started moving. It was improbably slippery.

Later I discovered that the slippery ski was the Special Secret Sauce. I begged and 
pleaded for them to tell me what it was, but I couldn’t pull the secret from them. A year 
later at the Olympics, we went through many bottles of the secret stuff with the same 
result: ridiculous, improbable, stunning speed. And this was at major championships 
where everything was tested.

The sauce in the disguised container turned out to be a liquid from a Japanese 
company called Gallium Wax. This particular liquid turned out to be “Gigaspeed 
MaxFluor Liquid” in their latest lineup. It seems to really take off in warm snow, 
especially when more transformed and dirty.

We contacted Gallium Wax in the summer of 2011 after talking to the Norwegian 
distributor at the Oslo World Championships where Gallium continued to produce 
stunning results. We bring in the Gallium line with a little hesitation as it is ludicrously 
expensive and we don’t have much experience with the rest of the line aside from a 
few of the liquids. But after having experienced magically fast skis with the MaxFluor 
liquid, we decided that it would be worth the investment to bring in the waxes we know 
produce results and spend a season testing the rest of the line to see if we can discover 
some new gems. Fire up the credit card and enjoy!
     -Nathan

GALLIUM GIGASPeeD SOLID
10g $170
GS2301 Wet
GS2101 Dry

GALLIUM GIGASPeeD MAXFLUOR LIqUID
30ml $265
GS3301 -5ºC/23ºF to +10ºC/50ºF
GS3101 DRY -20ºC/-4ºF to -3ºC/27ºF

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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REx & GURU WAx
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GReeN -6ºC to -20ºC A softer green kick wax than 
you are used to with a black additive for durability. For 
cold, new snow used alone, or as a binder or cover. 
Can be mixed with Red for variable conditions in a 
1:1 ratio. Startlingly fast.
$20

BLUe -4ºC to -10ºC A traditional blue kick wax 
but with better glide qualities than most with no 
compromise in kick. Can be used in all snow types. 
$20

VIOLeT -1ºC to -6ºC Newly fallen snow and fine-
grained snow. Also mixes well with Red for conditions 
at the top of Violet’s range.
$20

ReD 0ºC to -4ºC All snow types. One of the widest 
ranging and best performing red kick waxes anywhere. 
This wax has saved the day in BNS testing many times 
over the last year. excellent kick and broad range.
$20

YeLLOW +1ºC to -2ºC For the tricky range around 
freezing and in fresh, falling snow. Contains a silver 
additive for increased durability and to keep it clean.
$20

eXTReMe HALLGeIR -2ºC to -10ºC A universal 
“shell” wax to speed up other waxes across it’s range. 
Very good binder and also works well as a cover over 
extreme 39 klister. Best in coarse-grained and man-
made snow.
$24

SUPeR HALLGeIR -3ºC to -15ºC Very much like 
extreme Hallgeir but with a silver additive and a 
colder range. Performs well on its own or in a cocktail 
mix with other waxes. 
$24

GURU KICK WAxES AND KLISTERS
When we brought Guru into the US in 2010, we were surprised that so few people knew about a wax line that was so good. These waxes were originally “cowboy” waxes made in 
a Swedish wax shed, but have come to be a staple around the world due to their amazing performance. They are easy to apply and extremely durable, but their best quality is their 
broad ranges. We recommend you pick up the whole line and you will not be disappointed. 

KLISTERS

GReeN -6ºC and colder. Base klister for fine- 
and coarse-grained snow. Great durability with 
increased glide properties over other green klisters. 
$22

BLUe 0ºC to -8ºC For all snow types. Guru Blue 
klister extends its range closer to 0ºC than other 
blue klisters in coarse-grained snow. Performs 
equally well as a hardener and mixed with other 
klisters.
$22

VIOLeT +4ºC to -5ºC A proven World Cup 
Winner. This klister is fast and works well in fine- 
and coarse-grained snow.
$22

ReD +5ºC to +15ºC A BNS favorite. Great klis-
ter in fine- and coarse–grained snow, old snow 
and corn snow.
$22

eXTReMe 39 +7ºC to -2ºC Incredible universal 
klister for just below freezing. Use in a wide range 
of conditions alone or mix with other klisters. 
extreme 39 is probably the most-used klister on 
the World Cup; no wax box is complete without it.
$30

eXTReMe 39 HARD +4ºC to -5ºC A tougher, 
more durable version of extreme 39. Works better 
in harsh, icy conditions. Also effective as a binder.
$30

BLUe Icy snow -5ºC to -25ºC. This is one of the hardest 
yet tackiest blue klisters on the market. In icy snow it is 
often used straight or as a hardener. In very hard tracks 
this can also be used as a base for other waxes. 

PURPLe 0ºC to -7ºC This is a favorite due to it’s wide 
range and durable nature. Works equally well in wet, icy 
conditions or coarse, icy snow. Also mixes well with Uni-
versal to handle variable conditions. 

ReD +10ºC to 0ºC Rex Red klister is very tough to beat 
in new, wet snow. While some red klisters are designed 
for older snow Rex Red excels in new or falling wet snow 
above freezing. 

UNIVeRSAL +10ºC to -30ºC One of the absolute best 
universal klisters on the market. Works well alone or in 
mixes with other waxes, especially Purple. New formula-
tion makes it easier to apply. 

SILVeR +/- 0ºC For coarse, wet snow. Generally mixed 
with other klisters to reduce icing, but can be used alone. 

SILVeR SPeCIAL +/- 0ºC A unique klister that is softer 
than traditional silvers.
 
OI +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow klister for new and 
old snow conditions. This wax has been discontinued but 
is such a cult favorite BNS bought a large quantity of what 
Rex had left to ensure our customers still had access to it. 
Hurry though, as it will go fast!

OU +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow klister for slush. 
Often the solution when nothing else will work in Spring 
conditions. 

OV +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow klister for older 
coarse snow. Often used to harden OI or OU in wet snow 
conditions.

REx KLISTERS
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SKATING
SALOMON S-LAB SKATe PRO
The S-Lab Skate Pro adds new graphics to the carbon cuff, power 
strap, extended carbon heel cup and RS17 positioning that made 
this boot so popular. Support, stability and adjustability are key 
features we found in long-term testing. We also have the regular 

S-Lab without the power strap and carbon cuff. Some people 
size down 1/2 size over previous generation (black) 
S-Labs. UK Sizing. $450

ALPINA eLITe CARBON SKATe - eSK
The elite platform has a minimalist design for an ultra-light, direct 

connection to the ski. Amazingly light, the eSK uses 3-D carbon 
molding on the cuff to provide just the right stability without 

getting in the way. Improved cuff and heel design for more 
clearance make this a favorite for top racers and add-

ed insulation is a welcome improvement over the 
eSK’s predecessor, the eCS. $420

FISCHeR RCS CARBONLITe SKATe
Fischer took two years to develop this boot from the ground up 
and the result is an extremely comfortable, solid, stable boot with 
good adjustability. Features include a World Cup Carbon Crosslink 

to adjust the boot volume across the entire foot and a Carbon 
Cuff with a canting system that enables individualized ad-

justments and torsion control for increased power 
transfer. $400

MADSHUS NANO / ATHeNA SKC
The Nano SKC features a PVC-free Cordura lower blend-

ed with a soft shell lace cover to let moisture out while 
stopping snow and water from coming in. The 

lightweight Nano SKC features the proven full 
carbon cuff, heel counter and lastboard for in-
credible torsional stiffness. This was one of our 

favorite boots last year because of its excellent 
fit and performance. People smile when they put 
this boot on. $450

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM WC SKATe
The X-Ium World Cup Skate was a big step forward for Rossign-
ol with a complete redesign last season. The boot maintains the 
same great construction and features for 2011–2012, with a little 
more room in the toe box. These boots lose 100g from the previ-

ous generation, with the stability and support you need while 
maintaining flexibility and freedom of movement. Water-

resistant upper and asymmetrical lacing for precise 
fit. Comes in Regular width and  
LVF (low volume/narrow). $400

BOOTS & BOOT FITTING 
We demand a great deal of our boots, and they need to keep us warm, dry 
and comfortable under extreme conditions and for long periods of activity. 
When it comes to boots, like everything else we do at BNS, we’re obsessed 
with finding the best fit. Here are some suggestions gleaned from our cli-
ents’ feedback combined with our experiences skiing, racing and testing 
on-snow. 

HOW TO FIND THe RIGHT BOOT
We advise all boot shoppers to try a wide range of boots in order to de-
termine which brands and models match their foot shape. It is most im-
portant to first limit your choices by fit. Boot technology has dramatically 
improved in the last 3 years, so most of the boots on the market today 
have excellent performance, making fit and comfort almost a priority over 
boot features and binding compatibility. We are often asked about the 
benefits of buying a more expensive boot. In general, you get higher-quality 
materials that provide a lighter, stiffer boot that fits better, lasts longer and 
gives better performance. 

New boots should fit quite snugly as they will “pack out” as they break in. 
The width and volume of the boot changes during break-in but the length 
does not. Find the appropriate length and then try to get the snuggest fit 
that is comfortable. Many adjacent sizes share the same sole length but 
the larger sizes offer more volume. If a boot squeezes at the ball of your 
foot, it is too tight.

When possible, choose a thin or medium-weight sock; heavier socks will 
make the boot feel sloppy and can reduce circulation, making the boot feel 
colder. If you have trouble with cold feet, a boot cover is the best solution.

SKATING BOOTS
In order to provide the stability and power transfer essential to skating, 
skate boots require torsional and lateral stiffness. Performance in a skate 
boot comes from stability in the heel, a rigid sole and a snug fit. The boot 
should have a little room in front of the toe, ideally somewhere between 
the fit of a cycling shoe and a running shoe. When standing on the whole 
foot, your heel should feel solid with little or no lateral motion if you push 
sideways, imitating a skate. There should be no rubbing if you transfer 
your weight from left to right in a skating motion. Your heel will likely lift 
up if you step onto your toe—this is normal. As long as you don’t get any 
lateral motion or rubbing in the heel as you push off laterally with the en-
tire foot, the boot will work well.

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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SALOMON S-LAB CLASSIC
The S-Lab Classic is one of our most popular boots due to 
its fit and features. This year the S-Lab Classic has added 

the RS17 technology, moving the pivot point farther un-
derfoot, and an improved heel hold. The perfor-

mance fit has relatively low volume and a 
one-piece carbon sole making it one of the 

lightest, stiffest boots around. everyone who 
uses this boot in our shop likes it for fit, support 
and the precise, supple feel it provides. BNS also 
has this available in a “racer fit” version, with lower 

volume. $350

ALPINA eCL
The eCL is a new paradigm and everyone’s favorite boot. 
The sole gives an unprecedented feel for the ski and snow 
and the fit is fantastic. This year’s improvements include 

a new heel grip lining for increased comfort and add-
ed insulation for warmth. everyone who tries 

this boot raves about it as the best boot they 
have ever skied. $350

MADSHUS NANO/ATHeNA CLC
The new Nano/Athena CLC is now the lightest classic 

boot on the market. It has a redesigned PVC-free 
Cordura along with a softshell membrane to 

allow maximum breathability while main-
taining water resistance and durability. The 

Madshus Nano/Athena also features a soft 
forefoot flex for unsurpassed fit and comfort 
and a sensitive feel for the snow and ski un-
derfoot. $350

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM WC CLASSIC
The Rossignol X-Ium WC Classic boot features high-quali-
ty, lightweight materials to create a high-performance clas-

sic boot at a great price. Features include a free-flex 
sole, low volume option, and thermo adjust-

able liner for improved fit and control. The 
long-term reviews of this boot have been 
exceptionally positive. $300

SALOMON RS/VITANe CARBON
The RS Carbon provides many of the same features of 
the S-Lab, plus giving a little extra room in the forefoot. 
Carbon sole plate and speed lace, combined with great 

fit and value make this our best selling boot. The 
Vitane Carbon takes all of the performance 

features found in the RS, adjusts the 
fit in the heel and arch to better fit 
women’s feet, and paints it up pretty. 
Can be used with either the Salomon 

Pilot or Profil Systems.
$300

CLASSIC 

CLASSICAL BOOTS
Classical boots flex under the ball of your foot as you ski and therefore 
require a bit more room in the toe than skate boots. Your heel should feel 
snug as you roll from a flat foot to standing on the ball of your foot. Toes 
should not hit the front of the boot at any time during this motion. Do not 
worry much about lateral motion in classical boots, but it does not hurt to 
push from side to side and verify that there is no significant rubbing.

BOOT FITTING ADJUSTMeNTS
Research the available options and make sure you have the ideal size and 
configuration to fit your foot. Boots often come in women’s and men’s ver-
sions. Women’s boots have a narrower heel, higher arch and more room 
for larger lower-calf muscles. Some boots offer very useful options such as 
1/2 sizes, narrow versions, heel cup adjustment and volume-filling insoles. 
Make sure that you are aware of all the options as they can ensure that you 
get the best possible fit. 

We understand the value of a perfectly-sized boot and try to carry options 
and sizes that are hard to find elsewhere. 

INSOLeS
One of the easiest ways to improve fit, comfort and performance is to  replace 
the stock insole with something that better supports your foot. Stock insoles 
tend to provide very little stiffness while aftermarket insoles and custom 
orthotics can make a huge difference in control and comfort; they should 
be a consideration for every serious boot purchase. Our Superfeet and Sole 
trim-to-fit insoles and custom insoles are quick and inexpensive upgrades 
that work for the vast majority of the population. For those needing specific 
corrections, custom orthotics are the way to go.

COMPARING FeATUReS
Once you have narrowed the field down, compare the features and overall 
quality of the boots. To get a good feel for the boots, try to imitate move-
ments made when skiing. Push from side to side on skate boots, transfer-
ring your weight from left to right. For classical boots, roll onto the ball of 
your foot (not on your toes) and push down, noting how the sole flexes. It 
should be supple and allow you to push down where you want to on the 
ball of your foot.
Be sure to evaluate weight, quality of materials, ease of entry, warmth, 
support, freedom of movement, adjustability and sole stiffness/flex. Do the 
boots give you a good feel for the ground? Do they insulate you from feed-
back?

BOOTS
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SALOMON PRO COMBI PILOT
The Salomon Pro Combi Pilot boot is one of our best selling boots. It is an afford-
able option for both skating and classic styles. It is an incredibly comfortable boot 
that works well for beginning classic skiers as well as a lightweight backcountry/

touring ski boot option. $225

SALOMON ACTIVe 8/VITANe 8 SKATe
The Active 8 Skate Pilot and the Vitane 8 Skate (women’s) Pilot 
feature the quicklace system and energyzer cuff in place of the old 
plastic cuff. This is a great boot for recreational skiing and light rac-

ing. Comfort fit provides a little more room and extra padding 
for comfort, insulation for warmth. $230

SALOMON ACTIVe 9 CLASSIC PILOT
Performance classic boot with improved heel hold via heel adjustment strap and 

spoiler. Warm, comfortable boot with solid performance for recreational skiers 
and racers. $179.99

MADSHUS HYPeR/MeTIS RPS SKATe
This is a great boot for recreational skiing and light racing. Comfort fit 
provides a little more room and extra padding for comfort, insulation for 

warmth. This boot fits amazingly well and is higher quality than any-
thing else in this price range. Skate boot flex. New 100% Breath-

able MemBrain® soft shell material. Lightweight skate race 
boot similar to the Nano SKC. Full width and length fiber-
glass reinforced last board. Anatomically shaped poly-
amide Skate cuff for increased support. NNN Sole. $230

Hyper (Men’s) Sizes 38–48 
Metis (Women’s) Sizes 35–43

MADSHUS HYPeR/MeTIS RPU COMBI BOOT
The Hyper RPU is a second-tier combi boot for Pursuit racing, as a 
general use combi or as a classic boot for those who want extra sup-
port for classic skiing. With the best performance characteristics of 
the skate and classic race performance boots, the Hyper RPU deliv-

ers a precise sensitivity for classic skiing with torsional rigidity 
and ankle support for skating. The Hyper RPU features a new 

PVC-free lower with Madshus’s MemBrain® softshell 
lace cover for breathability. NNN Sole. $230
Hyper (Men’s) Sizes 38–48 
Metis (Women’s) Sizes 35–43

MADSHUS HYPeR/MeTIS C CLASSIC
Madshus 2nd Tier classic boot. A great value - the best fit and build 

we’ve seen in this price range.
Includes top-line features like softshell MemBrain® construction for 

breathability and water resistance, and a comfortable, supple, 
forefoot flex for classic skiing. For competitors looking for a 

value-oriented classic boot, the Hyper C offers a more 
supportive race performance boot at an affordable 
price. NNN Sole. $139.95
Hyper (Men’s) Sizes 38–48 

Metis (Women’s) Sizes 35–43

BOOTS
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BOOT COVERS
Cross-country skiing in the cold can be challenging for less-experienced skiers, 
but the right clothing and equipment can keep you warm and comfortable 
even in the coldest extremes. Protecting the fragile extremities is the biggest 
challenge, since the activity level of skiing usually generates plenty of heat 
to keep your core temperature high. To keep your toes from limiting your 
enjoyment of skiing, add a neoprene boot cover to cut the wind and add a 
layer of insulation.

Boot covers fit snugly over the ski boot and will not interfere with your 
movements. In fact, all you will notice is significantly warmer toes. You don’t 
need thicker socks or two socks to keep your feet warm—keep your medium-
weight socks and maintain the ideal fit and comfort in your boot. Neoprene 
boot covers can be worn during races as well as every-day skiing. Boot covers 
can also help in slushy conditions where you want to keep the water out. Most 
high-end boots are nearly waterproof these days, but in rain and super sloppy 
conditions, adding a neoprene cover will keep your feet drier for longer.

For extreme cold or for those who have circulation issues, tape a chemical 
hand warmer over the toe of the boot and then pull on the boot cover so that 
the chemical warmer is between the boot and boot cover. There are also toe 
warmers which stick to the insole of the boot.

SALOMON S-LAB OVeRBOOT
UK Sizes 3.5–13
$75

ROSSIGNOL OVeRBOOT
S (34–37), M (38–41), L (42–43), 
XL (44–45), XXL (46+)
$70

ALPINA OVeRBOOT
38–46, even sizes
$75

YOKO OVeRBOOT
S (36–38), M (39–41), 
L (42–44), XL (45–47)
$55

ADDED WARMTh!
For those frigid days, or those among us who need a little extra to keep our 
fingers and toes warm and toasty, try Heatworks warmers.

HeATWORKS HAND/GLOVe WARMeR
8-hour activated warmers packaged one pair per cellophane pack. Stay toasty 
with a pair inside gloves, pockets, or in between your neoprene boot covers 
and boots. $1.99

HeATWORKS ADHeSIVe TOe WARMeR
5-hour activated warmers with an adhesive to keep in place. Simply expose to 
air to activate, peel the backing away and stick to your insoles. One pair per 
package. $2.50

MADSHUS OVeRBOOT
S (35–37), M (38–41), 
L (42–44), XL (45-48)
$71
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“I LOVe IT WHeN ON MY SeCOND LAP, I’M STILL THe ONLY ONe 
MAKING TRACKS. IT’S A GReAT WAY TO START THe DAY.”
 - ALeXANDeR HAAS, SALOMON NORDIC PRODUCT MANAGeR.

S-LAB SKATe BOOT
SNS PILOT eqUIPe SKATe BINDING



APPAREL & GLOVES
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CRAFT BASe LAYeRS are the best-fitting, most technical and 
softest we have tried. Pro Zero extreme for high-intensity or 
warmer days, the thicker Pro for extra warmth or add a Windstop-
per layer for wind protection and extreme cold. These base layers 
move with you and are made specifically for the demanding full-
body motion of cross-country skiing.

CRAFT PRO ZeRO WINDSTOPPeR GUNDe SHORT
A must have for male cross-country skiers. The Gunde short has 
full wind protection in the front and a soft fabric throughout, pro-
viding vital insulation and protection. $40

Check bouldernordic.com for Craft’s complete line of professional, 
cross-country-ski-specific underlayers.

WARM

COOL

COLD!

THeRMOMeTeR KeY

PXC LIGHT VeST This soft-shell 
vest provides great wind pro-
tection and perfect mois-
ture management control. 
Highly elastic front and back 
panels ensure unrestricted 
movement and protect your 
core on cold windy days. 
194662
2999 Black/Platinum 
Sizes:XS-L
$75

PXC STORM VeST
Using proven Flex Fleece fabric 
with strategically placed elastic 

windproof chest panels for cold 
weather protection, the 

Storm Vest is equally 
suited for winter running 
or skiing. Two zippered 
front pockets for stor-
age and reflective de-
tails for safety.
1900274
9920 Black/Platinum
Sizes: XS–L
$100

PXC LIGHT PANT Perfect for 
cold weather conditions, 
the Performance XC 
Light Pant incorporates 
breathable windproof 
front panels with elastic 
back panels for resistance 
free biomechanics. Side 
zippers and articulated 
knees for increased 
performance. Removable 
suspenders. 
1900272
9920 Black/Platinum 
XS–XL
$110

PXC STORM TIGHT
Thermal winter tight that 
combines a windproof 
and breathable front 
panel with a highly 
flexible Flex Fleece 
fabric. Articulated 
knees and reflective 
piping on front and 
back with a waist draw 
cord make this tight a 
great choice.
193363
1999 Black
XS–L
$120

MeN’S PXC LIGHT JACKeT 
A soft-shell that provides 

great wind protection, 
while providing perfect 
moisture management 
control. Highly elastic 
front back panels 
ensure restrictive 
free mechanics and 
protect your core on 
cold windy days. 
1900285
9920 Black/Platinum 
Sizes: S–XL
$120

FACe PROTeCTOR (WS) Gore 
Wind Stop windproof front 
panel keeps your neck and chin 
toasty while Pro Zero fabric 
ensures breathability. Machine 
wash and dry.
199040 Black
One Size Fits All $50

WS SKULL HAT Gore Wind Stop 
windproof beanie, for increased 
performance. Pro Zero lined, form 
fitting, and machine wash and dry.
1900256 Black
Sizes: S/M, L/XL $55

CRAFT

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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SKI-GO X-SKIN The X-Skin is a very thin and 
supple racing glove with excellent breathability. 
It features a windproof top and a very thin palm 
made of the highest quality Clarino for good feel 
and grip. New for 2010–2011, the X-Skin is more 
shaped to fit your hand better. This is a lightweight 
glove good for use down to about -8ºC (18ºF). 
$49

YOKO THeRMO The Yoko Thermo is one of the 
industry leaders and it sets the standard for an 
excellent medium-weight training or cold-weather 
race glove. It features windstopper and a C-100 
Thinsulate for extra warmth.  Clarino palm. Temp 
range approx -10ºC to 0ºC (14ºF to 32ºF) $60

SKI*GO THeRMO The Ski*Go Thermo is a great 
medium weight glove for racing in slightly colder 
temperatures than the X-Skin, with a lycra front 
and a thinsulate lining. It has fleece reinforced 
fingertips and the highest quality Clarino palm to 
provide a supple feel and excellent grip. More in-
sulation around the fingers, and more fleece inside 
for better warmth and feel. Temp Range: -12ºC to 
0ºC (10ºF to 32ºF). $49

SKI*GO JUNIOR The Ski*Go Junior is an excel-
lent glove for kids.  Similar to the adult Thermo, 
but warmer. This glove prototype was tested last 
year in Kiruna, Sweden north of the Arctic Circle 
and received the stamp of approval from parents 
and coaches. Temp Range: -12ºC to 0ºC (10ºF to 
32ºF) $29

HeSTRA WINDSTOPPeR RACe TRACKeR The 
Hestra WS Race Tracker is a favorite racing glove 
among the BNS staff. It features a Gore Windstop-
per material with a Clarino palm. It also has a 
brushed polyester lining to increase its warmth, 
and is one of the warmer gloves out there. Rec-
ommended for most people in the range -15ºC to 
-5ºC (5ºF to 23ºF). $65

YOKO GORe MF270 The legendary Yoko Wind-
stopper returns! One of the best cold-weather 
gloves ever due to its incredible warmth in a thin, 
light package. Using a layer of Gore Windstopper 
fleece to insulate and protect from the wind, this 
glove will amaze you with its warmth in extreme 
cold conditions. We’ve raced marathons with this 
glove on windy days at -10ºF (-23ºC) without  
issue. $50

YOKO ARCTIC GORe WINDSTOPPeR LOBSTeR 
This was one of our big sellers last winter. It fea-
tures C-100 Thinsulate plus additional insulation 
and a WS softshell for ultimate warmth and wind 
protection. These have a great feel on the hand 
and don’t feel bulky at all for such a warm glove. 
If you hate cold hands, then these are the gloves 
for you. Temp Range: BRRR. $65

SKI*GO HUMMeR PRO The Hummer Pro is a 
very warm, windproof “lobster” glove with a Thin-
sulate lining and the highest quality Clarino palm. 
It is a great glove for really cold days and is one of 
the most popular gloves we sell. It provides excel-
lent warmth in frigid conditions while maintaining 
feel for the poles. Improved fit and finish. Temp 
Range: Cold/Windy/Bitter. $49
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PXC THeRMAL TOP As versatile as you are! 
Can be used as a second layer when it 
dips below freezing or alone in warmer 
conditions. Stretch fabrics allow your 
body to move freely and comfortably, 
while a brushed inner fabric provides 
warmth and moisture management 
properties. Featuring a longer back 
for better coverage while skiing, 
two-way front zipper for ventilation, 
two back mesh pockets, one chest 
pocket, and a pre-shaped collar.
1900269 2284 Thunder/White 
Sizes: XS–XL
$100

WOMeN’S FLeX HOODIe 
Super soft Flex Fleece, full front 

zip and two front pockets. 
This is probably the most 
comfortable sweatshirt you 
could ever own!

192477
 2469 Russian Rose/Surf
XS–L
$60

AVALANCHe DOWN JACKeT
The jacket you have seen and always wanted! 
This is a high quality, very warm 3/4 length 
down jacket with detachable hood. It’s perfect 

to put on before and after skiing to maintain 
a comfortable temperature. And thanks to 
its elaborate design details, this style is also 
perfect to use in the city. Fleece lined collar 
and hand-warming pockets. Comfy stretch 
inner cuffs. Mp3 inner pocket and elastic 
draw string with stopper at waist. Wind and 
water repellent.

Men’s 13061 S–XL
Women’s 13066 S–L
$300

WOMeN’S POLAR PLUS DOWN VeST
This down vest is perfect for fashion 
and function to keep your core warm. 
It’s perfect to put on before and after 
skiing to maintain a comfortable 
temperature. Soft comfy fleece collar 
lining. Cord and stopper at waist with 
two lower front pockets and practical 
inside chest pocket. 

11726 S–L
$160

CRAFT

SWIx
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HAT POLYKNIT
Simple, Lightweight, water repellent hat. Norwegian 
Flag hat in White (10018), Navy (25011), Formula 
One (Red 35014), Black (99923)
$25

SPRINT HAT 
Lightweight, low-profile hat for warm weather and 
racing.
White (10000), Skydiver/Black (Blue 24001), 
Festival Fuchsia (32000), Formula One (Red 35000), 
Black/ebony (99904)
$35

APPAREL
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BjORN DAEhLIE

STAR ADVANCeD PANT A light 
all-round microfiber warm-up and 
training pant. Stretch panels in 
back for better flexibility and air 
circulation. Articulated knees 
for maximum flexibility. elastic 
waistband with drawstring 
and reflective piping for 
visibility in the dark. Side zip 
from the knees down. elastic 
band with rubber coating on 
bottom hem legs. Wind and 
water repellent. $100

Men’s 22761 S–XL
Women’s 22766 XS–L

UNIVeRSAL PANT 
The classic Swix pant 
updated. The Universal Pant 
has an elastic waistband 
and stretch back panel 
on seat, thighs and lower 
legs. Full-length two-way 
zip from waist down. 
Articulated knees for 
maximum flexibility. 
Wind and water 
repellent. $90

Men’s 22660 S–XL

TOURING PANT Warm-up and 
training pant that insulates 
effectively using a Carbon-mesh 
lining with wicking for increased 
moisture transport. Articulated 
knees for ease of movement. 
Reflective piping for increased 
visibility in the dark. Comfortable 
elastic waist with button and 
fly. Hidden pocket inside hem. 
Zipper from the knees down 
and an elastic band with silicon 
at bottom hem legs. Wind and 
water resistant. $110

Women’s 22656 XS–L

WOMeN’S OLYMPIC JACKeT & PANT
The Olympic Jacket is the ultimate 

in performance for XC skiers. 
Beautifully put-together and slim 
fit for comfort and performance. 

Lightweight Softshell with 
waterproof, breathable 

membrane.

Jacket S–M
Fuchsia/Black/Silver (32010)
Black/Silver (99917)

Pant S–M
Black/Silver (99917)
Jacket: $375
Pant: $250

MeN’S OLYMPIC JACKeT & PANT
The Olympic Jacket & Pant are 
the ultimate in performance for 
XC skiers. Near perfection in 
design and execution for active 
skiers and racers. Slim Fit.

Jacket M–XL
Black/Silver (99917)

Red (35019)
Blue (24012)

$375

Pant M–XL
Black/Silver (99917)

$250

WOMeN’S CHALLeNGeR JACKeT
We couldn’t afford to carry another 
jacket, but our model loved it 
so much and looked so good in 
it, we had to break the budget 
and get a few. Stretchable full-
zip soft shell with half-liner in 
front for extra insulation. An 
athletic, but flattering fit that 
looks great on the trails and at 
the coffee shop afterward.

XS–M
Fuschia/ebony/White (32004)
Black/ebony/White (35018)
$220

New Navy (750)
Black (100)

Black (100)

Black (100)

CARBON PANT A very light 
pant with a slim fit and 3-layer 
membrane for wind and water 
repellency. Articulated knees 
and stretch panels in seat, 
thighs and lower legs for 
better flexibility and air 
circulation. Side zip from 
knees down. Reflective 
piping for visibility in the 
dark. elastic waistband 
with drawstring. $150

Men’s 22141 S–XL
Women’s 22146 S–L

Black (100)

SPRINT HeADBAND Lightweight 
headband made out of Thermolife 
light, giving it a great feel and look.

White (10000)
Festival Fuschia (32000)
Black/ebony (99904)
$25

HeADBAND CLASSIC
Half-lined poly rib knit with
classic curved fit to protect
ears. Good insulation.

Black (99900)
Brilliant Blue/Silver Sequins (24507)
Black/Silver Sequins (99922)
$23

SWIx PANTS DAEhLIE hATS
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SWIx MENS
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APPAREL 

ProX JACKeT The flagship jacket in 
Swix’s line featuring an exclusive slim 
fit 3-layer membrane in a soft-
shell with taped and bonded 
seams. Stretch panels in 
back and along the sides 
allow for flexibility. Under-
arm ventilation for optimal 
air circulation, pre-shaped 
sleeves for increased move-
ment and stretch inner 
cuff for increased com-
fort. elastic drawstring at 
bottom hem. Reflective 
details for visibility in the dark. Water-
proof zips. Wind and water repellent.

ProX PANT Features the same slim fit 
3 layer membrane in a soft-shell as 
the ProX jacket. The pant also has 
stretch panels in the seat, back, 
and lower legs. Bonded tape and 
articulated knees for optimum 
flexibility when skiing. Side zip 
from thighs down and elastic 
waistband with drawstring. 
Wind and Water Repellent.

Jacket 15141 $400
Pant 25161 $350
Sizes S–XL

STAR XC JACKeT A light microfiber warm-up 
and training jacket with stretch pan-
els in back, sides, elbows and un-
der arms for better movement and 
breathability. It features ventilation 
under arms and on upper back. Ar-
ticulated arms for more movement 
with reflective mesh and piping for 
increased visibility in the dark. The 
collar and cuffs are a comfy techni-
cal stretch material and the micro-
mesh lining is very light. Drawcord 
and stopper at waist and back of 
collar. Water resistant iPod-pocket 
with cable exit and loop for head-
phones. Wind and water resistant.

STAR XC PANT A light microfiber warm-up 
and training pant with strategically placed 
stretch panels on back side for better move-
ment and breathability. They have a side zip 
from knees down and reflective mesh and 
piping for increased visibility in the dark. 
Articulated knees for maximum flexibility. 
Wind and water resistant. elastic band in 
waist with draw cord and elastic band 
with silicon on bottom hem legs for sta-
bility during use. Outer pocket as well as 
practical coin pocket inside waist hem.

Jacket 12646 $150
Pant 22866 $120
Sizes XS–L

ProX JACKeT The flagship jacket 
in Swix line featuring an exclusive 
slim-fit three-layer membrane 
in a soft-shell with taped 
and bonded seams. Stretch 
panels in back and along 
the sides allow for flexibil-
ity. Underarm ventilation for 
optimal flexibility and air cir-
culation, pre shaped sleeves 
for increased movement 
and stretch inner cuff for 
increased comfort. elastic 
drawstring at bottom hem. 
Reflective details for visibility in the dark. 
Waterproof zips. Wind and water repellent.

ProX PANT Features the same 
slim-fit three layer membrane in 
a softshell as the ProX jacket. 
The pant also has stretch pan-
els in the seat, back, and lower 
legs. Bonded tape and articu-
lated knees for optimum flex-
ibility when skiing. Side zip 
from thighs down and elastic 
waistband with drawstring. 
Wind and water repellent.

Jacket 15146 $400
Sizes S–L
Pant 25166 $350
Sizes S–XL

STAR XC JACKeT A light microfiber warm-
up and training jacket with stretch panels 
in back, sides, elbows and under arms 
for better movement and breathabil-
ity, with ventilation under arms and 
on upper back. Articulated arms, 
with collar and cuffs of technical 
stretch material and a very-light 
micro-mesh lining. Drawcord and 
stopper at waist and back of collar. 
Water-resistant iPod pocket with 
cable exit and loop for headphones. 
Wind and water resistant.

Jacket 12641 $150
Pant 22861 $120
Sizes S–XL

STAR XC PANT Features a light microfiber 
warm-up and training pant with strategi-
cally placed stretch panels on backside for 
better movement and breathability. They 
have a half-length side zip from knees 
down and reflective mesh and piping for 
increased visibility in the dark. Articu-
lated knees for max flexibility and ease 
of movement. Wind and water resis-
tant. elastic band in waist with draw 
cord and elastic band with silicon on 
bottom hem for stability during use. 
Outer pocket as well as practical coin 
pocket inside waist hem.

Black (100)
New Navy (750)

Black (100)

Royal Blue (720)

Red (900)

Black (100)

PROFIT SUIT
This suit features Power Lycra® in the thighs 
and seat to give extra support and compression 
to the large muscle groups. extra ventilation 
through mesh panels on back and lower parts 
of arms and legs. Comprised of 100% Carvico 
Lycra® Made in Italy. Mesh panels: 85% 
Nylon/15% Spandex.
32571 $200
Sizes S–XL

Black (100)
Pacific Blue (737)

Black (100)

Black (100)
Black (100)

PROFIT SUIT
This suit features Power Lycra® in the thighs 
and seat to give extra support and compression 
to the large muscle groups. extra ventilation 
through mesh panels on back and lower parts 
of arms and legs. Comprised of 100% Carvico 
Lycra® Made in Italy. Mesh panels: 85% 
Nylon/15% Spandex.
32576 $200
Sizes XS–L

Red (900)

Red (900)

White (001)

Black (100)
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Swix has been our go-to pole line due to their consistent 
ability to produce the best pole and strap system around.  
While competitors get closer every year, Swix fit, finish, 
reliability and performance keep them at the top.

SWIX TRIAC
The Swix Triac 1.0 has become the gold standard in high-
end poles. The Triac brings amazing attention to detail 
and race proven performance. The Triac uses an extremely 
stiff triangular shaft and a basket that is interchangeable 
without the use of tools. The Triac also features Swix’s 
amazingly comfortable and easily adjustable strap system. 
We would recommend this pole to any racer who wants the 
top performance with absolutely no compromises. 
Check out Swix's Triac website: http://swixtriac.com
$400
140–180cm lengths

SWIX STAR CT1
The Swix Star CT1 Pole is the winningest pole of all time. 
This pole is constructed of 100% High Modulus Carbon 
Fiber and includes a polycarbonate handle with natural 
cork integrated in the grip. The Pro Fit strap is comfortable 
and efficient, with neoprene and nylon for comfort. Despite 
the introduction of the Triac last year, the CT1 remains 
a best seller and the choice for many racers and the 
performance driven. 
$299

SWIX TeAM CT2
The CT2 is a 100% carbon fiber pole with an amazing 
compromise of weight, stiffness, price and strength. The 
Team is slightly heavier and less stiff than the Star, however 
it is stronger so it breaks less easily. The CT2 is a great 
choice for Junior skiers, smaller women, and recreational 
skiers alike.
$240

SWIX CARBON CT3
The CT3 is a 80% Carbon-20% Fiberglass pole that is 
reinforced at the bottom to withstand ski edges and impact. 
A great all-around pole for the price conscious consumer, 
it shares the same strap that is used on the CT1 & CT2. 
The grip is a more durable cork-filled thermoplastic, which 
is very comfortable and only slightly heavier. Make no 
mistake; the CT3 is noticeably heavier than the CT2, but 
still a reasonably good racing pole. Many juniors choose 
this pole because of its strength and price.
$170

SWIX CROSS CT4
The CT4 is a 60% Carbon-40% Fiberglass pole that is 
geared for recreational and racing use. A pole for the price 
conscious consumer looking for some performance, it 
shares the same strap that is used on the CT1, CT2 & CT3 
with a durable cork-filled thermoplastic grip.
$100

SWIX COMP CT5
The CT5 is a 40% Carbon-60% Fiberglass pole with a 
polycarbonate handle and Pro-Fit Strap. The CT5 is strong, 
but the basket, grip and shaft give this pole a noticeably 
higher swing-weight. This is the heaviest pole in the Swix 
carbon pole line, but provides adequate performance for 
the recreational skier or entry level racer. BNS recommends 
that you upgrade to the CT3 or CT2 if you are skiing 160cm 
or above poles.
$70

V2 ROLLeR FeRRULeS
Made from hardened carbide steel 
for durability. The 10mm ferrules 
(black) fit 9mm, 10mm & 11mm 
shafts, the 8mm (Yellow) fit 7mm & 
8mm shafts.
$17

POLES & ACCESSORIES
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ABOUT POLES

Pole technology has advanced more than anything else in 
the past two years, and 2011-2012 poles are a massive 
improvement over the previous generation.

At BNS we find that folks often underestimate or fail to grasp 
how important poles are. They are one of only two ways 
that you propel yourself across the snow. It is important 
that poles are stiff and have a low swing-weight. Poles that 
are not adequately stiff flex and will absorb a significant 
portion of the energy that you are trying to get to the snow. 
Heavy poles have a high swing-weight that requires more 
energy to move the pole through the air and throws off 
timing. Cross-country skiing is all about efficiencies, and 
having stiff, light poles makes a huge difference.

Not all poles are created equal and it is important to find a 
pole that meets your needs as a skier. When deciding what 
pole is right for you, it is necessary to evaluate the grip and 
strap system, the shaft and the basket. 

The weight of the pole is determined by two factors: shaft 
construction and the basket/grip/strap combination. 

The shaft construction of Nordic poles ranges from 100% 
Aluminum at the low end to 100% Carbon on the high 
end. For mid-level poles, shafts are made with a mix of 
fiberglass and carbon fiber. In theory, the higher the carbon 
content, the lighter and stiffer a pole will be. 

Often overlooked are the weights of the basket and grip/
strap combo. This will help to determine both the weight 
and swing-weight of the pole. Swing-weight is a very 
important factor, considering that you will swing the pole 
hundreds of times every kilometer.

It is important to evaluate how stiff your pole should be 
based on your weight, how strongly you push off and the 
length of the pole. While stiffer, lighter poles are better for 
everyone, they are absolutely necessary for strong, efficient 
skiers and taller/larger men. 

Pole stiffness is also determined by the carbon content and 
construction process of the shaft. The more carbon in the 
pole, the stiffer it will be. There are also two types of carbon 
used in ski poles: regular carbon fiber and high modulus 
carbon fiber. High Modulus Carbon Fiber has been through 
an additional processing step to make the fibers smaller 
and denser. This makes the shaft stiffer but also slightly 
more brittle than a regular carbon construction. Most pole 
manufacturers use High Modulus Carbon only in their top 
models, as it is a more expensive material. 

SKIGO POLe CASe
Comfortably fits 2 pairs of poles. 
Lightweight but durable. A great 
way to protect your investment.
80500 $60
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ONeWAY DS 10 PReMIO
The OneWay DS 10 Premio is a huge step for OneWay. 
It includes a new titanium coated carbon insert for 20% 
more stiffness and better torsion resistance over previous 
models. Weighs just 5.1 ounces in a 150cm pole with 
handle, strap and basket. The DS 10 Premio includes the 
Rabbit Carbon straps, cork grip handles and 45mm ultra 
light baskets.  This pole is so much lighter and stiffer than 
the previous generation that we were shocked. On snow, 
this feels like the lightest, stiffest pole currently available.
$350
FISCHeR RCS CARBONLIGHT
The Fischer RCS Carbonlight pole is a 100% Ultra High 
Modulus Carbon fiber pole with a revolutionary strap. The 
innovative strap provides quick access without having to 
adjust the pole every time you take it on or off. We liked 
this pole in our testing and would put the performance up 
against any of the top end poles in the market. Fischer re-
duced the weight on this pole from the previous year, giving 
it a very light swing-weight and feel. Available as kits that 
we can cut to your size or, if you prefer, you can cut and 
build yourself. 145g in the 145cm length. $300

CT1 CT2 CT3Triac

BRINGING WORLD CUP SERVICE TO EVERYONE
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MADSHUS NANOCARBON RACe 100 UHM
Madshus World Cup athletes requested a lightweight pole 
with maximum power transfer, and the Carbon Race 100 
UHM pole delivered—for the athletes and for us. This pole, 
constructed of 100% Ultra High Modulus Carbon is one 
of the stiffest, lightest poles on the market. It comes with 
a low-profile Nano basket and full cork handle, giving it a 
very low swing weight for fast turnover and strong accelera-
tion. We absolutely loved this pole on snow! New Countour 
3D strap is heat moldable for a custom fit, and the full-cork 
grip increases stiffness and reduces weight as well as al-
leviating the issues with the previous grip. This is one of 
our favorites, and the price is unbelievable.
$280
MADSHUS NANOCARBON RACe 100 HS
The Madshus 100HS’s 100% High Strength carbon shaft  
provides strength and stiffness at a low swingweight for 
racers.  The new Contour Race Strap and full-cork race 
handle enhance comfort and control.  This pole is a great 
option for enthusiasts and competitive skiers looking for ex-
tra durability in a lightweight, inexpensive racing pole.  We 
were impressed with this pole’s quality and it blows away 
anything else that comes close to it on price.
$150

““

CAMPS & COAChING
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Boulder Nordic Sport has a great line-up of camps, clinics and coaching options that offer an exciting way to 
rapidly improve your knowledge and ability. Our events and coaching programs generally focus on technique 
development with a strong emphasis on providing the information our clients seek about training, equip-
ment and waxing. We help you learn how to balance your passion for the sport with real-life demands and 
get the most out your skiing.

NeW ZeALAND ON-SNOW CAMP
July 16–22, 2012
The New Zealand on-snow camp immerses participants in 
the skiing lifestyle with 7 days of top-notch cross-country 
ski coaching on snow at The Snow Farm on the South 
Island. Daily sessions include extensive video analysis and 
are complemented by evening seminars on topics includ-
ing training plans, technique, and waxing/ski prep. The 
New Zealand camp is a once-in-a-lifetime trip that drasti-
cally improves skiing technique and builds knowledge in 
an incredibly beautiful place. escape the summer heat 
and improve your skiing! $2500

SWeDISH VASALOPPeT 
February 29–March 5, 2012
The Swedish Vasalopppet is the biggest cross-country 
ski race in the world and the BNS trip will pursue it in 
the grand style that this race deserves. BNS owner Na-
than Schultz will lead the trip along with local support 
from Ski*Go. Nathan will coach participants through the 
course, preparation and feeding and provide wax service 
for the big event. $2500

BNS TRAINING GROUP 
December 1– March 1
Join BNS coaches in Boulder to ski once each week on 
snow, developing technique and fitness with like-minded 
skiers. each workout has a technique focus and a train-
ing focus and is a great way to get consistent feedback 
throughout the season. 

See BOULDeRNORDIC.COM or call 877.BNS.SKIS to get 
more information about our camps, including registration, 
schedules, sample itineraries, photos and videos showing 
participants before and after our New Zealand camp.

BNS COACHING PROGRAMS
Take advantage of our decades of experience as cross-
country skiing coaches to maximize the results of your 
limited training time. BNS offers four coaching programs 
that provide different levels of service to match our clients’ 
needs. 

The foundation of our coaching programs is a custom 
training plan developed for you based on your unique 
background and goals. each package adds coaching 
resources to the plan depending on the level of support 
you want. Your coach can plan daily workouts for you, or 
you can plan daily workouts and have your coach review 
them and make suggestions. Whatever option you choose, 
you gain direction, focus and confidence that you are 
maximizing the results of your training.

TRAINING PLAN WITH FOLLOW-UPS
$275 6 months $350 12 months

TRAINING PLAN + DAILY WORKOUT ReVIeW
$175/month

TRAINING PLAN + DAILY WORKOUTS
$250/month

TRAINING PLAN + DAILY WORKOUTS, PRIVATe 
TeCHNIqUe LeSSONS, PHYSIOLOGY TeSTING, 
WORKOUT SUPeRVISION, NUTRITION SUPPORT
$499/month

MORe INFO AND ReGISTRATION AT
BOULDeRNORD ICSPORT.COM
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I’ve been working with Nathan for more 
than 5 years and he has helped me achieve 
every goal we’ve set. He’s my one-stop 
resource for everything from nutrition 
and daily workouts to race strategy and 
last-minute waxing advice. He opened 
up new worlds of training to me that 
have definitely made my training more 
productive, interesting and efficient.

Mike
Chicago

Fischer

RCS CarbonliteOneWay

DS 10 

Premio
Madshus

100 UHM Madshus

100 HS
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LIZ STEPHEN
2011 US National 20k Skate Champion
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XIUM SKATE AND CLASSIC
Rossignol’s X-ium Skate package (including X-ium NIS Skate WCS Ski, XCelerator NIS Binding, X-ium 
WC Boot) and X-ium Classic package (including X-ium NIS Classic Ski, XCelerator NIS Binding, X-ium 
WC Boot) are the lightest weight race packages Rossignol has ever offered.  Decreased weight and 
new technologies make a huge difference for technical skiers;  allowing them to ski faster and farther 
then ever before.  rossignol.com/xium 

Boulder Nordic_Rossignol_XIUM-FINAL_2011.indd   1 9/13/11   9:17 AM



SWeNOR SKATe eLITe MODeL 065-200
Famous Swenor on-snow feel from a composite laminate 
shaft and skate wheels. The composite shaft dampens 
road noise and gives ski-like flex. Lightweight front and 
rear aluminum forks.
$325

SWeNOR SKATe MODeL 065-000
A lightweight skate ski constructed with aluminum 
monocoque frame. The shaft and wheel forks are a 
singular piece of rectangular aluminum tubing. This one-
piece monocoque construction method is affordable and 
lightweight. Famous Swenor on-snow wheel feel. This is a 
light, solid rollerski for those who like a stiffer, lighter shaft 
than the Skate elite. especially good for heavier skiers and 
high-intensity training.
$299

SWeNOR CLASSIC FIBeRGLASS CAP MVP
Composite shaft gives snow-like feel. Lightweight front 
and rear aluminum wheel forks are attached to the exterior 
of composite laminate shafts. This three-part shaft fork 
system further isolates the skier from harsh road shock. 
These skis give a smooth ride, but are bit heavier than 
others which could prove challenging for smaller women 
and junior skiers.
$325

SKI*GO CARBON 335 SKATe
This all-new carbon skate ski dampens road noise 
and vibration while giving a very realistic feel. Stiff and 
extremely light. The straight fork lifts the skier slightly 
higher off the road than other rollerskis, but is very stable.
$340

SKI*GO CARBON 780 CLASSIC
Wow. The new Carbon 780 uses a relatively long, cambered 
carbon fiber shaft to give the most realistic snow-like feel 
BNS has ever felt in a classic rollerski. A very smooth ride 
that gives the skier feedback for proper kick timing. We 
love these skis and know you will too!
$340

ROLLERSKIS
 SHARPeNING TOOLS

Diamond sharpeners are best for sharpening the 
extremely hard steel on rollerski tips.

COARSe GRIT
For regular maintenance and final sharpening.

eXTRA COARSe GRIT
For rapid removal of material when tips are dull.

WhY
If you are serious about skiing, you should be rollerskiing. Rollerskiing helps you make significant improvements in 
balance, upper body strength, technique and makes the transition to snow faster and easier. If you have never rollerskied 
before, you will be amazed at how much it helps with ski-specific strength and technique. Plus it’s fun. 

Not all rollerskis are equal however. It is important to get rollerskis that actually allow you to reasonably mimic skiing. For 
skate skis, this means that they need to be fast enough but not blazing fast—about as fast as skiing on snow. Inexpensive 
rollerskis that use urethane rollerblade type wheels are not only dangerous and difficult to stop, they do not accurately 
simulate skiing on snow. Inexpensive classic skis use low quality ratchet wheels that do not ski anything like being on 
snow and so bring very little training value. 

BNS staffers have put thousands of hours on rollerskis and we have extensively tested every ski we sell. We know what 
works on different roads, for different people, and for different goals. 

DMT MINI-SHARP DIAMOND SHARPeNeR
Lightweight and ultraportable stone for sharpening 
anywhere. Throw one in your water bottle carrier or 
attach to a keychain.
Coarse grit $12
extra Coarse grit $12

DMT 2-SIDeD DIAMOND SHARPeNeR
One side coarse, one side extra Coarse. Folds into 
a butterfly-style case and has a larger sharpening 
surface than the mini-sharp. $45

CLASSIC VS. SKATe Rollerskis, like regular skis, come in 
classical and skate versions. Skate rollerskis have narrower 
wheels to roll on edge smoothly, while classical skis have 
wider wheels for stability and a ratchet to provide “grip” 
when kicking. Rollerskis are typically used to build specific 
strength, balance and technique.

Because classical ratchets give perfect kick regardless of 
technique, it is important to be diligent about technique 
when classical striding on rollerskis in order to avoid 
developing a late kick on snow. Many people avoid getting 
bad habits by only skating and double-poling on rollerskis. 
We recommend starting with a pair of skate rollerskis that 
allow you to do 90% of what you need to do: double-pole 
and skate. Classic rollerskis are best for classic-only skiers 
or serious skiers who want to train both techniques.

BOOTS & BINDINGS Normal winter bindings and boots 
are used with rollerskis. Alpina also makes a special 
rollerski boot that is cooler and lighter than the winter 
boot (available by special order). Rollerskiing breaks 

boots down significantly faster than normal skiing, so it is 
advisable to use separate boots for rollerskiing and winter 
skiing. Many people use a pair of boots for a few winters 
and then convert them into rollerski boots.

POLeS & FeRRULeS Any pole can be used for rollerskiing 
by switching out winter pole baskets with special 
rollerskiing tips called ferrules. These have hardened steel 
tips that grip asphalt. Using rollerskiing ferrules is strongly 
advised as the tips on snow-skiing baskets wear out very 
quickly and are prone to breakage. Use the same pole 
length that you would on snow.

Rollerski tips grip asphalt and dirt but not concrete. The 
tips need to be sharpened regularly to avoid slipping on 
the road surface. The best way to do this is sharpen tips 
every time you go out—it only takes 30 seconds and 
makes rollerskiing much more enjoyable and effective. 
Regular sharpening is important; going too long between 
sharpenings will lead to tips being too dull to sharpen 
effectively.

hOW
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V2 XL98 & 98SL SKATING
The XL98 carbon and 98SL 
aluminum skate rollerskis 
share the same wheels and 
V2’s many unique brake and 
speed reducer options. The 
carbon shaft absorbs more road noise 
and lends a ski-like feel.  The Aluminum 
shaft is an inexpensive alternative
XL98 $349
98SL $199

V2 XL150 SKATING
The use of large-diameter 
pneumatic (air-filled) tires 
gives the XL150 the unique 
ability to handle rough roads or 
smooth dirt paths. It offers great 
benefits to those who are challenged by 
chip seal or rough roads. The disadvantage is 
that this ski is a bit heavier and loses some snow 
feel. Wheel speed is fast to medium-fast.
$329

V2 XLC 900 CLASSIC ROLLeRSKI
The new XLC900 series classic rollerski is a carbon 
composite shaft rollerski and provides great feel, stability 
and speed reducer options in a classic ski.  Three speeds, 

910 (slowest), 920 (med) and 930 (med fast).  We 
recommend the 930 for most people.

$449
V2 SPeeD ReDUCeRS & BRAKe

V2 is unique among rollerski makers 
in that they have developed 
effective ways to reduce speed.
V2 speed reducers attach to the 
front wheel of any of the V2 skis y 
and can be adjusted to provide 

different levels of resistance. 
They can be used to slow speed on downhills 

or to provide more resistance for harder training. We 
recommend installing them in pairs although they are 

sold individually.

ATRXL100: speed reducer for XL98 & 98SL
ATRXL150: speed reducer for XL150

The V2 brake is installed just behind the skier’s calf 
and is applied by leaning back into a cuff. One brake is 

enough to provide adequate stopping power. Price varies 
depending on the ski model. 

V2 ROLLeR FeRRULeS
Made from hardened carbide steel 
for durability. The 10mm ferrules 
(black) fit 9, 10 & 11mm shafts, the 
8mm (Yellow) fit 7 & 8mm shafts.
$17

ALWAYS MORe INFORMATION AT
BOULDeRNORD ICSPORT.COM
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30%

Cert no. SW-COC-002972

To lessen our environmental 
impact, we printed this Guide 
on 30% post-consumer waste 
recycled paper in conjunction 
with independent outdoor 
retailers across the country. This 
saves resources throughout the 
process. enjoy, then please pass 
along your copy or recycle it. 

BONOCO

BOULDER NORDIC SPORT
Natron Nordic enterprises, LLC
3600 Arapahoe Ave
Boulder, Colorado 80303
USA

+1 720.227.9400

877.BNS.SKIS Toll Free
(877.267.7547)
866.371.0631 Fax

bouldernordicsport.com
mail@bouldernordic.com

BNS EAST
200 Anderson St, Suite 5
Portland, Maine 04101

+1 207.541.7438

bnseast@bouldernordic.com

BNS MOBILE
At events Near You

+1 303.656.3886

bnsmobile@bouldernordic.com

BNS MOBILe
Once again, the BNS Mobile Service Rig hits the road, bringing “World Cup Service for everyone.” At 
events across the country, the BNS Mobile setup allows us to provide race waxing services and serves 
as our mobile storefront showcasing wax, tools and other great gear. We can do a better job testing wax 
and you can get the fastest wax of the day right at the race venue.

BNS RACe SeRVICe CALeNDAR
Below is a sample of races that will have full BNS Mobile support. While your competitors stress about 
which wax to use, where to get it and how to apply it, you can relax after you drop off your skis with our 
professional service crew. Like a World Cup racer, you’ll pick up your skis race-ready with the best wax 
and structure applied so you can focus on your race.

Want to do your skis yourself? No problem. Drop by BNS Mobile, ask us about our test results, get 
advice and grab whatever wax you need at our mobile store.

eVeNT DATe LOCATION

West Yellowstone Ski Festival Nov 20–26, 2011 West Yellowstone, Montana

US Cross Country Championships Jan 2–8, 2012 Rumford, Maine

Noquemanon Jan 28, 2012 Marquette, Michigan

Craftsbury Marathon Jan 28, 2012 Craftsbury, Vermont

Alley Loop Feb 4, 2012 Crested Butte, Colorado

Boulder Mountain Tour Feb 4, 2012 Sun Valley, Idaho

eastern Cup/UVM Carnival Feb 4–5, 2012 Stowe, Vermont

City of Lakes Loppet Feb 4–5, 2012 Minneapolis, Minnesota

Mora Vasaloppet Feb 12, 2012 Mora, Minnesota

American Birkebeiner Feb 25, 2012 Hayward, Wisconsin

Junior Nationals Mar 5–10, 2012 Soldier Hollow, Utah

We raised the bar in wax testing and recommendations in over the past two seasons by testing multiple 
brands of wax and using the same professional methods used in our work as technicians at World Cups, 
World Championships and the Olympics. One of the things that most excites us about our mobile setup 
is that it enables us to do more on-site testing and provide more feedback on waxes, grinds and ski 
flexes. The direct benefit will be an increase in the quality and quantity of our wax recommendations as 
we continue to push the standard higher.

BOULDER NORDIC SPORT’s 
bi-weekly prize drawings begin in November. 
We have over $12,000 in prizes to give away, 
so register today at bouldernordicsport.com for 
your chance to win!

Prizes from Fischer, Salomon,
Rossignol, holmenkol, Ski*Go,
Madshus, Craft, BNS and more.

For contest details, rules
and registration, see 

bouldernordicsport.com 

WIN FREE GEAR!

OVER $10,000

IN PRIZES

© 2011 Boulder Nordic Sport, All Rights Reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without written permission from the publisher.

Go to BOULDERNORDIC.COM for a complete schedule of supported events.


